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2ABSTRACT
This thesis gives the step by step design of a digital
game model for the teaching of Computer Based Information System
Project Management and the evaluation of the effectiveness of
the model.
Chapter 1.0 gives the purposes, objectives and criteria
for the model design. Chapters 2.0 and 3.0 describe in detail
the model design process, the game model itself and its operations.
In playing the game, participants are given a planned project
with project resources to manage. They receive monthly reports
on the project and based on these reports, make decisions
concerning the reallocation of resources to the project. Partici-
pants are organized into teams and play the game on a competitive
basis. The winning criteria are to complete the project on time
and within budget.
Chapters 5.0 and 6.0 concern with the evaluation of the
model. Chapter 5.0 reports on the testing of the model's performance
through one complete trial game. Criteria for measuring the
effectiveness of the model are defined and the methodology for
information collection is also given. Data collected are analysed
in order to identify any design defects and to ascertain the
effectiveness of the model. Based on this analysis, a list of
recommendations for the future enhancement of the model are
given on the final chapter.
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1.1 Purpose_ of the Study
The history of the use of computers has been one of incredible
changes and of incredible growth. The emphasis on technology
characterized by the second generation of machines has gradually
given away to an increasing emphasis on the actual use of the computer
to serve the business within which it is contained. Applications
have become the focus with the user becoming more and more the center
of priority in developing information systems. At the same time,
the drastic improvements in technology which have multiplied the speed
or processing to thousands while equally reducing component size and
cost per operation, have seen an industry change from having a typical
mix of 80 percent investment in equipment with 20 percent in people,
to a current mixture of 75 percent people and forecasts of the cost
of a system being even 95 percent people by the end of the decade.
Early applications were essentially record keeping activities
or automation of simple clerical functions. This has also changed
together with current applications integrating business activities
to an unheard of degree. Today's new system are complex- requiring
the drawing together of a deep understanding of the user and an
understanding of technological principles such as data base management,
communications and the ability to distribute computer intelligence.
However, the most pressing need has become the skill of managing the
development of these new systems in a business like environment
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where costs are under constant scrutiny and budgets are more
frequently examined from a capital expenditure point of view. This
has brought an increasing shortage of people with the necessary
skills to develop and implement new systems and it is true to say
that currently the industry is held back by a shortage of such able
managers. This shortage is compounded by the fact that we are only
just beginning to understand the nature of these skills such that
we can begin to train the necessary people.
Today, computer based information system (CBIS) management
people are charged with the responsibility of developing and implemen-
ting major applications requiring capitalization in huge amounts.
The functional management traditionally employed in CBIS activities
has now been proved to be ineffective to handle this type of large
scale and finite, one off job which is now the nature of work in
the CBIS field. Project management, or the management of a non-
recurring task is not new. Construction projects and weapon manu-
facturing have required this type of management from early times.
However, it essentially remained an unquantified art until the 'space
race' of the 1960's in the U.S.A. when the disciplines imposed by
the Department of Defense caused examination and innovation to form
today's ideas of project management. The parallel development of
the need in the computer systems field has made this a common problem
area of unpreceded proportions with an insatiable demand for well-
trained CBIS project managers.
Though the underlying principles of CBIS project management
can be taught, there is no substitute for direct experience of
managing projects, as the number of variables in a CBIS project are
manifold and complex. Because of this and because of the difficulty
of providing live meaningful projects for students of business
information systems to manage, it was decided that a simulation model
of a typical CBIS project should be designed for training purpose in
project management. It was expected that by this means students
could be exposed to a multitude of project situations and gain
simulated direst experience, hence reducing the time before a graduate
could become a useful proj'ect manager. Among the assumed benefits
from this kind of approach are:
John McLersh, System, Models, Simulation and Games in
Education, in Instructional Simulation Systems in Higher Education,
Cambridge Monographs of Teaching Methods No. 2, ed. by R.H.R.
Armstrong and John L. Taylor. (Cambridge Institute of Education,
1970), pp. 9-16.
1. It enables students to use the effective method of self discovery
of variables and their relationship that exist in project
management instead of the conventional teaching techniques which
concentrate on imparting definitions and explanation of these
variables without projecting an Integrated view.
2. The model represents as nearly as possible the real world situation
in which the students can test their skill, knowledge, and gain
immediate feedback without the concomitant loss on time and risk
of money in real world situations.
3. The use of the model can arouse high student interest and involve¬
ment in the learning process.
4. It is consistent with the system approach in higher education.
This particular project management model was specially
designed to provide students in Business Information System-II course,
4an elective in the MBA program of the Lingnan Institute of Business
Administration, with direct experience of the nature of a large CBIS
project and the relationship of the key variables in CBIS project
management. Students using this model were expected to have attended
the Business Information System-I course at the Lingnan Institute
of Business Administration though it was expected that the model would
also be flexible enough to be used in professional training programs
for CBIS practitioners who want to acquire this management technique.
1.2 Sc oDe of the- Studv
In June, 1975, a team was formed to design a simulation of
an information system project suitable for teaching purposes within
the Institute.
In this study, the term digital model took the meaning of
a sequential decision making exercises or a decision game structured
around a digital model for decision processing which participants in
these exercises or game assume the role of managing the simulated
operations. 1 However, the main concerns this thesis focused on were
the design of the decision game used in the model, the experience of
playing this game and the evaluation of the model's usefulness as a
teaching tool. Inevitably, the early chapters have to address
themselves some of the theory behind the model to allow the readers
to follow the contents and purpose of the game. For these parts, the
equal effort of Mr. Sit Kam Yin of the Institute is acknowledged.
1 Modified from the definition given by Paul S. Greenlaw,
Lowell W. Herron and Richard H. Rawdor in Business Simulation
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962), p.5.
5The portions of the design of the digital model that this
study focused on were:
1. The identification of the key variables of CBIS project management
and the inter-relationships to be domonstrated in the model.
2. The design of the kinds of decisions that participants would make
in the game.
3. The design of the information that the participants should have
at hand for making these decisions.
4. How would the results of the processed decisions be fedback to
the participants and hence serve as an information source for
formulating of their next decisions.
1.3 Objectives of Study
There were two sets of objectives in this study:
A. The Design Objectives
B. The Evaluation Objectives
The Design Objectives
The design objectives were to design a digital model simulating
a typical CBIS project and project management operations with emphasis
on project control techniques to attain the teaching objective of
familarizing the users or participants with the important knowledge
and skill of CBIS project management built in when probably adminis-
tered based on the following design criteria:
1. The model should have a high degree of realism so that users would
find it interesting to use and be able to get involved in the
game situations.
2. The model should have a high degree of complexity in the simulation
香 港 中 文 大 學 圖 書 館 藏 書
6but at the same time still be easily playable and consistent
with the teaching objective.
3. There should be a minimum of data preparation required per run.
4. The game play should involve cycles of decision periods with
increasing difficulty in each cycle.
5. The model was to be used competitively among users on a team
basis. The best project performance was to be measured in terms
of meeting the project schedule and budgeted cost.
6. The playing of the model was to represent one-sixth of the terms
teaching materials in the "Business Information System-II" course
offered by the Lingnan Institute of Business Administration in
Fall 1975. Hence it was to have a play period of around two
weeks.
These design criteria were set based on the following rationale:
1. If the resulting model is not reasonably realistic, it will not
stimulate the interests and involvements of the participants.
2. If the model is not complex, participants will tend to 'beat'
the model instead of learning through the use of the model.
But if the simulation is too complex, it will not be playable
and the relationship of the variables incorporated in the model
will not be easily identified by the users.
3. Complexity in data preparation will halt the momentum of students'
interest and involvement.
4. Students will not learn from the model unless they are interested
and get involved.
5. The design objective of this model has to be congruent with the
objective of the whole 'Business Information System-II' course.
7Two weeks of operating period is what this model was felt to be
worth considering that the topic of project management represented
one-third of a fourteen week semester and the playing of the
game would be preceeded by three weeks of lectures and plan
preparation.
The Evaluation Objectives
The evaluation objective were to evaluate the effectiveness
of the model in terms of meeting the design criteria and teaching
objective, and to detect any design defects for the purpose of future
enhancement of the model and its application.
1.4 Approach and Methodology
The overall approach and methodology adopted in this study
is outlined on Figure 1.1.
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Establishment of teaching
objective and design criteria
Observe real world CBIS
projects and nature of
project management
Model design
Inclusion and Structure of
variables (model formulation)




Fig. 1.1-- Flowchart of the overall approach
and methodology used in the study
Each of the steps in Fig. 1.1 will be discussed to provid










Model design was made up of four tasks.
Task One-- establishing teaching objective and design criteria.
This was the starting point of the whole design process
and was the most critical point. A model is only an
abstraction of a real world system (in this case, the CBIS
project management process) and it represents only some
'subset of interest' in that system. That 'subset of interest'
to be represented in the model will form the objectives and
criteria for the model formulation process. Thus several
models that try to simulate the same real world system may
be different in their choice of the 'subset of interest'.
The meanifulness of any model and the design effort, there-
fore, can only be assessed in terms of the particular
objectives and criteria defined in the very start. These
objectives and the criteria set will later again be used as
a validation of the effectiveness of the model built.
The design criteria set and objective have already
been discussed in previous sections.
Task Two-- observation of real world CBIS projects and the nature
of CBIS project management.
This task involved (1) a literature survey on the
nature and characteristics of CBIS projects and project
management to determine the current body of knowledge on
real world characteristics of CBIS projects and project
management, and (2) consulting opinions of CBIS expert.
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A discussion of the real world CBIS projects
characteristics and nature of project management is given
in Chapter 2.0.
Task Three-- inclusion and structuring of variables (model
formulation)
Inclusion was the process of identifying what variables
in the real world system were to be abstracted and built into
the model under the objectives and criteria set established
in Task One.
Structuring was the process of deciding what relation-
ships between the included variables were to be domonstrated
and how to demonstrate them in accordance with the objectives
and criteria set. In this task, the underlying structure of
the model was formulated. A detail discussion of the model
formulation is given in Chapter 3.0.
Task Four-- the overall game design
The overall game design involved the design of the
decisions to be made by the participants, the information
concerning the project at that decision point, the deter-
mination of what results of the processed decision should be
fedback to the participants as information on which they
could formulate their next decisions. A full discussion of
the overall game design is given in Chapter 4.0.
Evaluation
The evaluation involved Tasks Five and Six.
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Task Five-- model performance
Model performance consisted of a sample play of the
model through one complete game. This is given in Chapter
5.0.
Task Six-- evaluation.
In this task, the effectiveness of the sample play of
the model was measured in terms of meeting the design objec-
tive. The design defects, if any,-were also identified. The
methodology of evaluation involved the analysis of data
collected from participants through:
(1) before-and-after written tests
(2) informal observation
(3) analysis of participants' decision strategies
(4) non-disguised semi-structured interview
Details of the evaluation methodology is discussed in
Chapter 5-0-
1-5 Limitation of the Approach
and Methodology
In all model design, the design criteria serve to drive,
direct or dictate the model design process to achieve the objectives
it is planned to achieve. Hence the validity of the whole design
process will rely on the validity of the assumptions made earlier in
selecting the design criteria which are so far supported by no formal
objective empirical data.l
I See Dale M. Garvey, Simulation: a catalogue of judgements,
findings and hunches in Education Aspects of Simulation, ed. by F.J.
Tansey (London: McGraw-Hill Publishing Company Ltd., 1971) pp. 204-227.
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This model is only an abstraction of the real world system.
Since the designer acquired the real world picture through literature
and expert's opinions, all the characteristics of the variables in
the real world CBIS project management operations cannot be known,
nor will the designer know all of the relations between these
variables. Based on this rationale, the inclusion and structuring
process is bound to have inherent imperfection and subjectivity. The
resulting model will be inevitably sub-optimal.
There is no knowledge of the performance of this model in
terms of servicing its present design purposes over time because the
CLIS field is at present a rapidly evolving and progressing area.
In addition, even over a short time frame, there are still a number
of unknown factors due to the short period of evaluating time and
limited audience. This can be overcome by continued evaluation in
the subsequent use of the model.
The whole value of the study is based on the assumption that
simulation gaming is a better teaching technique compared with other
traditional teaching methods or tools.' However, this is still a
very controversial area.2 Thus the value of this study is subject
to the validity of these assumptions.
A detail discussion of the limitations of the evaluation
methodology is given in Chapter 5.0.
1 A discussion of the assumption is given in Section 1.1 of
this chapter.
2 See Look Around- What Can Business Games Do? Harvard
Business Review, July-Aug. 1959.
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2.0 NATURE OF WORK, CBIS PROJECTS
AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT
2.1 Nature of Work
In order to understand CBIS project management, it is
necessary to understand the nature of a CBIS project. But the
preequisite of understanding a project is to understand the nature
of work, for essentially a project is a "job of work" while project
management is a process of getting this "job of work " done.
Work concept
Any job can be visualized as having certain "work content."
If a job is to be done, resources must be applied to it. When the
job is completed, the applied resources are said to have done "work."
This is perhaps the simplest outline of work.However, before work
can actually be touched on, the resources applied to a job must be
considered in more detail.
Resources applied to a job
A job has some kind of objectives, and resources are applied
to that end. Nevertheless, there can be situations when the same
job can be done with different resources.Consider a simple real
world situation -- to transfer a number of books from one floor of a
building to another. A person can be assigned to do the job with
complete freedom and he may take four hours to have it completed.
If the books are put back on the original floor and a second man is
told to do the same job again, the second man may take five hours to
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finish it. If the same job is repeated with different men, it can
happen that each man takes different time to get the work done.
The job in the example is the same for all the men concerned
and the overall work done is also the same, but it can be observed
that the resources applied, man-hours in this example, are different.
The reason for this is that there is something in the relationship
between work done and resources applied in addition to the work
content of a job and the resources, which also affects the accomplish-
ment of a job.
Productivity
In the foregoing example of moving books, it is not specified
which method that each man should adopt. One may transfer the books
to a hand cart and move them in batches another may carry the books
one at a time. FTith. the job being fixed, if the different resources
applied are compared with each method of applying the resources, a
third item may come up. This item is concerned with the effectiveness
of applying the resources and can be termed productivity of the
resources applied.
For any specified job or task, there can be numerous methods
of having it completed. A job has a job environment at any point in
time. Within this environment at a particular instant, there exists
an optimum method of getting the job done and the adoption of this
optimum method will expend the least resources resulting in a high
productivity. It is only through this optimum method that productivity
of the same resources can be compared. The job environment in general
is associated with an infinite number of combinations of factors which
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pertinent to a job. From this it can be deduced that productivity
is also a function of numerous factors. Each of these factors is
associated with a productivity value the highest being that from
the optimum method which can be taken as a standard.
The Work Equation
At this stage it is suggested that work done, resources applied
and productivity can be related by the following equation:
WORK= RESOURCES APPLIED X PRODUCTIVITY
The left hand side of the equation is difficult to measure
in any meaningful fashion, but work done can be defined by its
completion and by comparison of the completion time and resources
applied between similar tasks. One thing particularly definite is
that most jobs, especially mechanical ones, have a definite amount of
work.
On the right hand side, resources applied is a simple thing
to measure. It can be spelled out in terms like man-hours and CPU-
seconds. Productivity on the other hand, cannot be measured
directly but it can be compared with that of some similarly conducted
tasks. There are indeed hundreds of factors that affect productivity
in the real world.. Typical ones are physical and economic limitations,
physiological data, psychological elements, control work environment,
arrangement and flow of work, fatigue and work schedules.
The work equation proposed above is the main theme around which
the model described in this thesis revolves. For each task to be
accomplished in a project, there is a definite amount of work.-to-be-
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done associated with it. Resources applied to this will be applied
according to some composite productivity which is dependent on the
project environment at the particular point of time. The combined
effort of resources and productivity then will accomplish a portion
of the work-to-be-done over a period of time. The project manager
cars manipulate his resources from his knowledge of progress and the
nature of the tasks. At the same time, the simulated project
environment will constantly be changing and affecting productivity.
The application of the work equation is formulating the model will
be discussed further in Chapter 3.0.
2.2 The System Life Cycl
A computer based information system is itself a dynamic
system and a discussion of the life cycle of a dynamic system is







FIG. 2.1 DEVELOPMENT STAGES OF A DYNAIC SYSTM
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As illustrated in Fig. 2.1, any dynamic system has to go
through different stages in its life cycle from birth to death, and
each of these stages are characterized by a different nature of
work content. The birth and growth stages are referred to as the
system development phase. In this phase, the nature of the work to
be done is essentially non-recurring and one-off with a planned end
point. The work is made up of a unique set of tasks each requiring
a one time unique set of resources. This type of work is termed a
project,
The maturity, deterioration and death stages are collectively
known as the operation phase. In this phase, the work to be done is
constantly recurring and thus requiring a stable supply of resources.
This type of work. is usually without a planned end point. If there
is one, it is in the long term.
It is the system development phase that the future effective-
ness of the whole system is based and a huge amount of capital
investment is made. It is in this stage that the classical operation
management has proved to be ineffective in that it is tailored to
recurrent operations. Hence the need of a special technique for the
acquisition, use, control and disposition of resources termed project
management is called for. The overall comparison of the two distinct
phases in a system life cycle is given in Fig. 2.2.
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FIG. 2.2
A COMPARISON OF THE TWO DISTINCT PHASES
IN THE SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE
Birth and Growth Maturity, Deterioration and
Eventual Death
OPERATION PHASEDEVELOPMENT PHASE
By nature: By nature:
short term with a constantly recurring in nature
planned end point if there is a planned end point
it is in the long term
requires a one time recurring stable need for
unique set of resources resources
a unique set of tasks recurrin tasks
specific set of management normal on-going type of
problems often ignored by management
conventional management
thought
termed Project Management termed Operational Management
2.3 The Nature o CBTS Pr -iP-t
As mentioned in the previous section, a project is:
a one-off job of work
with a planned end point
to accomplish a unique set of tasks
requiring a unique set of resources.
Although the above definition of a project has wide
applicability, in the CBIS field, it has its special qualification
on each of the four projectl essentials outlined above.
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One-off job of work
A CBIS development project is an one-off job of work which
is non-recurrent. Any computer based information system has to go
through the definite life cycle of a dynamic system described above.
The birth and growth phase is characterized by system analysis,
design and implementation work which are essentially non-recurrent
in nature. The operation phase is characterized by work such as job
scheduling, control, 'maintenance and equipment operation which are
essentially day to day recurrent tasks. Thus it is in the development
phase of a computer based information system that project type of
work is found and this is why a development project was picked tc be
simulated in this model..
Planned end point
Each CBIS project has a definite starting point and a
particular end point to meet. This planned end point may be the
achievement of a predetermined goal or delivery of a specific service
or product.1
Unique set of tasks
In order to achieve the planned end mint on time, the hole
project is usually broken down into tasks. Each task represents a
particular set of activities delimited by a particular end point
called milestone which shows the completion of this task. Hence
a project can be conceived as a network of interrelated tasks each
delimited by a milestone, and no starting off of a subsequent task is
possible until the previous related tasks have been completed, and
milestones established.
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Unique set of resources
Each task in the project consists of different types of
activities and hence each task requires a unique set of resource,





Money is reflected in CBIS projects in budgeted dollars in
terms of cost items by function such as labor cost, computer time
usage, travel and subcontracted efforts.
Human resources in CBIS projects include programmers and
analysts from junior to senior grades, data processing clerks,
keypunch operators, computer operators, supervisors and managers.
Machines needed in CBIS project are computers, data preparatio
storage reproduction equipment and bursting equipment.
Materials include paper, cards, storage media, forms, binder,
heat, light and office equipment.
2.4 CBIS Project Management
Overview of CBIS project management
Project management in OBIS has many facets. But basically,
it involves the performance of some universal managerial functions,
primarily those of planning, orga.1izing and controlling. In this
study, the project management system: preceived is composed of the
following components:
equipment, communications equipment, keypunch, verifier machine,
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a clearly established plan of action
an organization of the necessary resources to
implement the plan
a control sub-system
competent personnel trained in project management
principles and practices, namely the project manager
Planning and oranizing of a CBIS project
Project analysis
The first step in project planning involves a detail analysis
of the project. This includes identification of the objectives to be
achieved and the end products to be delivered, the time and cost
constraints imposed on the project, the nature of work to be done and
the problems forseen. This analysis results in a break down of the
project into a heirachy of tasks and sub-tasks each with measurable
end points as shown in Fig. 2.3.
PROJECTLEVEL 1





BREAKING DOVIN OF A PROJECT TO MANAGEABLE CUKS
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Resources indent ificat ion
Once the list of tasks to be performed is established, the
nature of each task is examined in further detail in order to identify
the nature of resources required to complete each task. The nature
of resources refers to the types of resources required: programmers
or analysts computer time, and the skill, experience requirement
of the human resource. This generates a list of project resource
requirements.
Time and resources estimates
The estimation of the amount of resources to be assigned to
each task is time related. The time required for the task completion
is in general inversely proportional to the amount of resources
assigned to it. Hence an accurate estimation of time and resources
trade off, taking into the consideration of the relationship between
tasks and project constraints, is an essential for good project
management. For the sake of convenience in estimation, resources
requirements are expressed in specific quantifiable units like: man-
day or man-hour for human resourcce and hours for computer time.
There are several methods employed in CBIS project resources
and time estimation. Two common ones are discussed here:
1. Historical method
The historical approach involves a comparison of the present
project with a similar past project. The time and resources required
in the past project are used as standards against which the time and
resources requirements for the present one are adjusted. This method
is convenient and quite reliable, provided a past project of the same
23
kind is available.
2. Performance standard method
Performance standards are the yardsticks by which the
effectiveness of personnel and equipment resources is measured.
These standards measure how well the practices and procedures
which laid down for various system activities are performed. Hence
the various activities in the present project can be compared to
the performance standard already developed for these activities to
give the time and resources requirement for each task, and finally
the whole project. However, this method of estimation is limited to
tasks or activities which have performed frequent enough to permit
the establishment of standards.
No matter which estimation method the project manager uses,
care should be taken to allow for sudden resource depletion such as
employee illness, emergency leave or absence, holidays and vacation
and computer down time. Thus development of estimates should be
conservative and realistic.
Resource acquisition and allocation
Once the time and resources estimations are developed for
the tasks, the project manager can start the actual acquisition of
resources and finalise the allocation of these resources to each task
along the estimated time horizon. One point the project manager has
to make sure is the resources he plans to acquire, especially the
human resources)can be acquired from the project environment at that
special time point when they are needed for the project.
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Project scheduling
The tasks now with assigned resources are laid down in
approximate sequence showing how the tasks should be executed
overtime. On this overall schedule, the project completion date,
key events and milestones can be identified. The complete schedule
can be viewed as to provide:
1. visible goals for both individual and project
team.
2. a specific time table against which progress
may be evaluated.
Graphical display of schedule
There are two main methods of graphically displaying schedules:
the network chart and the Gannt chart.
1. Network chart
Network chart involves the use of Pert (Program Evaluation
Review Technique) or CPM (Critical Path Method). The use of network
charts is effective when a large number of activities exist in a
project because these charts are effective to show interdependency
between tasks and in the identification of the critical path. But
the main disadvantage of network charts is that they lacks time scale
so that the time relationship between tasks cannot be shown. Sample
of a network chart is given in Fig. 2.4.
2. Gannt Chart
The Gannt chart is a variation of the bar chart technique.
It is an excellent planning and controlling tool, but it does not
provide the kind of information that is often required in a coplex
Fig. 2A SAMPLE PROJECT NETWORK CHART
SOURCE: BRANDONAPPLIED SYTEMS, INC.
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project. Fig. 22-5 illustrates the use of a Gantt chart in a typical
CBIS development project. Time is represented across the horizontal
axis and the various development activities are represented across
the vertical axis. For many simple CBIS projects, the Gantt chart
provides a clear picture of the schedule and precedence relationship
of the tasks. But one important weakness of the Gantt chart is that
any dependencies among tasks is not apparent from viewing the chart
and that it tells nothing about the resources assigned to each task-
-To supplement a Gantt chart, a resources allocation matrix of the
type given on Fig. 2.6 has to be prepared to illustrate the allocation
of the major resource of the project staff, to each task.
Project budgeting
Project budgeting is to convert the resources units allocated
to each task to monetary term. This conversion process depends on
the cost of each resource unit, for example: rate of CPU hours,
salary of system analysts and programmers. The budget is often
broken down to categories of functional expenditures, for example:
labor cost, computer cost, overhead, materials and subcontracts,
travel and miscellaneous costs. Since in CBIS project, labor cost is
the major cost item, a separated labor budget is usually prepared.
Fig. 2.7 gives a contract price proposal form of the Department of
Defense, which is the blue print for all CBIS project budget in the
States. The total budget for the project, once approved by top
management, will serve, together with the Gantt chart and resources
matrix, the controlling tools on the project performance.
Task
Task 1
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Fig. 2.5 A REAL WORLD CBIS PROJECT GANTT CHART
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Project organization is the structuring of the project team.
In a CBIS project, a project team consists of:
1. A project manager who is normally given full authority to run
his project as if he is running his own company. He is charged
with the responsibility of planning, scheduling and controllin
the performance of the whole project. He is responsible for
timely completion of the assigned project with the project
resources in meeting the project objectives.
2. System analysts, programmer. s and other information systems
personnel who are grouped into functional units according to the
nature of the project and its tasks structure. Each functional
unit may be headed by a task or group leader.
3. An internal auditor to look after the control procedures, provide
the project manager with information on work progress and cost
expenditures. However, if the project is a simple one, the
project manager may have to perform this function himself.
It is interesting to note that the project team itself is
an organization. within a larger organization in which the project
team serves. Hence the project manager has always to be careful not
to violate the policy and regulation of his external organization in
order to achieve the objectives of his project. Furthermore, the
project team, though functionally structured, should be flexible enough
to respond to any change in project'. scheduling. Transfer of people
between project team units is not uncommon when a project is progressing.
The ability to reorganize the project team in respond to changes is
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an attribute of good project manager.
Project control
Project control is the process of ensuring the resources
acquired are used effectively and efficiently. In simplier terms,
project control is a measure of work done versus resource expended.
In order to establish project control, a control system has
to be sett up. The components of a project control system are:
1. some established performance and cost standards or estimates
2. an accounting system to capture actual performance, costs, and
an information system to bring these information to the pro ject
manager.
3. project leader and control personnel trained in the use of the
control system.
Standards
For many projects, the initial project standards are the
estimates set up in the project planning stage. The Gantt chart
shows the time estimates for each task while the project budget gives
the resource estimates in monetary terms for each control period.
Accounting and information system
In a CBIS project, information on work do-e and resources
spent are collected periodically in form of a status report. In this
report the status of the task(s) -being worked on is given. Resources
expended are expressed in monetary terms and given by objects of
expenditure. The effectiveness of the accounting system depends a














FIG. 2.8 THE CONTROL CYCLE
To sum up, project control is the essence of project
management and no project manager can claim he has mastered the art
The project manager's controlling function is to analyse
any variance exist between the actual costs and performance captured
and those budgeted. If variance exists, the project manager has to
analyse the reasons and take corrective actions. These corrective
actions may be a reallocation of resources to tasks, to increase
the productivity of these resources or a readjustment of the standards
depending on the causes of the variance. Sometimes it may be
necessary to kill the project if the remaining expense exceeds greatly
the remaining project value.
Most of these corrective actions necessitate a replanning of
the project. Hence project control is a cyclic process characterized
by continuous planning and adjustment as illustrated in Fig. 2.8.
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of project management until he has mastered the project control
techniques. Hence the project management model is designed mainly
to familarize user with the skill and techniques of the control
aspect of project management.
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3.0 THE INCLUSION AND STRUCTURING PROCESS
MODEL FORMULATION
3.1 Inclusior.
As discussed in Chapter 2.0, CBIS project management is
essentially concerned with three management functions: project
planning, organizing and control. Among these three, project control
is the most complicated process and the model is essentially a
simulation of the project control operations. The game participants
are given a planned project with an organized project team to manage.
Since project control is essentially a measure of the amount of work
done in a project versus the resources expended, there are three
main sets of variables to be included in the model:
Work (the project)
Resources applied to the project
Productivity of the resources
There must also be a fourth predetermined variable super-
imposed on these three, namely the project environment. Each of these
sets of variables is discussed in detail in later sections.
3.2 Structuring
The relationship between these variables can be demonstrated
by the work, productivity and resources applied equation discussed
earlier in Chapter 2.0. The overall relationship of the four sets









FIG. 3.1 OVERALL RELATIONSHIP OF VARIABLES
INCLUDED IN THE MODEL
Work done on project
A project is essentially work-to-be-done. Although in a
project, this job of work is divided into small chunks called tasks,
we still cannot measure the amount of work within a task either
before hand or even after its accomplishment. In the model, the
amount of work in the project is quantified to countable work
units for different tasks. Hence the project simulated in the model
is literally only a number of work units and any work done on the
project is a count down of this number.
Resources applied to project
The resources included in the model consist of human resources,
computer time, materials, supplies and subcontractor's effort. The
data concerning these resource variables in the model are predeter-
mined with the exception that the application of human resources can
be varied according to participants' input whereas other resources
are essentially fixed though the participants may not observe this.
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Productivity or resources applied
In this model,only the productivity of human and computer
resources are considered. Although productivity cannot be measured
directly, productivity of different resources can be compared and
productivity of one resource can be expressed in terms of that of
other resources in the form of a ratio. In this model,the productivity
of human resources is designed as a function of the speciality of
the person, for example: programmer or analyst, his grade, year in
grade, his learning curve, the number of tasks he is currently
working on, the number of person in the group in which he is working
and how well he is supervised. Productivity of the computer and its
impact upon human productivity is a function of the computer priority
selected and computer down-time in a given period. Detail design of
these productivity functions will be discussed in the next chapter.
Environment parameters
The project environment parameters in the model consist of
the unit cost rates for computer time in terms of dollar per CPU hour
and the salaries of the personnel. Other uncertainty factors of the
real world project environment such as holidays, vacation, sick
leave and resignation of people are also included. These uncertainty
paremeters are necessary to give a realistic degree of uncertainty to
the model. In other interactive, competitive game models, the results
of one team's decision are influenced by the input decision of another
team. Hence in each decision processing cycle, a high degree of
uncertainty is automatically generated by the interaction of different
teams' decisions. Although this project management model is designed
to be used on a competitive basis, it is not interactive in that
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different teams do not compete for resources directly within the game.
Hence some specially built-in parameters are necessary to give the
normal degree of business uncertainty.
3.3 Decision Processing Activities
The four sets of variables/parameters are interrelated to
process each team's input decision fed in to generate the necessary
results.
Resources applied when multiplied with their productivity
calculated internally, generate a certain amount of work units
which represent the work done on the project. These work units are
subtracted from the initial amount of work units which represented
the task. A task is said to have finished when the work units are
counted down to zero.
At the same time, the resources applied, when multiplied by
the cost rate parameters in the environment set, generate the project
costs for that amount of work done. A clock is also designed in
the model to keep track of the time elapsed when all these processing
activities are being carried out. The time recorded represents the
time needed to accomplish the amount of work done on the project. The
final output of the model will then be the status of the task, the
project costs, and the project date. The whole processing activities












FIG. 3.2 OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL PROCESSING ACTIVITIES
3.4 Overall View of the Model
The overall view of the model is represented by the flow
digrams in Fig. 3.3. Each of the steps involved is discussed in the
following sections.
decision results ofdecision processing
or through digital strategy
strategy model
feedback
t o next information






FIG. 3.3 FLOW DIAGRAMS REPRESENTING OVERALL
VIEW OF THE MODEL
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The decision processing digital model
The decision processing digital model is essentially a computer
program representing the relationship of the four sets of variables/
parameters and the clock given in previous section. This processing
model scores or processes the participants' input to give the results
of their strategies.
Results of strategy
The results of participants' strategies are given in the form
of a number of management reports giving the status of the project,
the project costs data and the project date.
The scenario
The scenario is the script or plot representing the background
information of the game. The scenario consists of:
1. A qualitative description of some selected aspects of the four
variables/parameters included that are necessary as information
for the participants to formulate their strategies. However, the
exact relationship between these variables/parameters are not
disclosed.
2. Additional informations which give mood and realism to the
participants, e.g. names of the project, the people and some
historical background of the fictitious corporation in which
the participants are supposed to be working as project managers.
The scenario is included in a players manual which is
distributed to all game participants.
Information for decision making
The scenario, together with the results of the previous
strategies, will give all the information the participants need in
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order to formulate their strategies for the next decision cycle.
The decision or strategy
The decisions to be made by the participants are limited to
the adding or deleting people from tasks, the change of the number
of man-hours (level of effort) to be spent by each person on a
certain task, and the selection of the priority for computer run.
The subsequent chapter gives the detailed qualitative design
of each of the four sets of variables/parameters and the background
information of the game.
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4.0 THE DETAIL GAME DESIGN
4.1 The Hole of the Participants
In this game, the participants have to take up the role of a
project manager in a fictitious software house called the LIBA
system Development Corporation (LIBA-SDC). The project assigned to
this project manager is one of the several being undertaken by the
corporation. The project manager is charged with the responsibility
to finish this project within a period of twelve months and a budget
of HK$900,000. During the game, participants are not required to
plan and schedule the project, though the previous lectures and
workshop sessions have included the step by step preparation of a
plan for the project as it is conceived. The participants are given
a final version of the plan approved by the LIBA-SDC Operation
Manager. The scheduled project, the project team and the project
budget were prepared by the participants' predecessor who within the
scenario, has left the Colony and returned to the States. The
project manager is also busy working on a number of projects in
addition to his consulting activities. Hence the project manager
will receive only monthly reports of the project and have no time to
talk directly with the project personnel.
The ideas of placing the participants in such a position are:
1. It is'difficult, if not impossible, for participants with no
CBIS project management experience to develop a project plan by just
giving them information on the nature and scope of the project
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because they will not be able to develop estimates.
2. It is common in the real world that a project manager
has to start with a project plan developed. by another.
4.2 The Project 1
The project to be managed by the participants is to plan
and design a regional information system for the Corporation
providing local offices in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok, Tai
Pei, and Seoul with local management information processing while
providing aggregated information to the regional headquarters in
Hong Kong. Each regional office currently has some form of system
but these vary considerably in content and process and are based on
different computing machines for example, the Seoul office uses an
IBM System 3 automating essentially the manual system dating back to
1953 whereas the Singapore office installed the Hongkong management
system developed in 1964 on a local service bureau, CPS Data
Processing Ltd..
This project had been conceived in two phases: The first
phase of twelve months concentrates on a detailed survey of the
current status and the overall requirements, resulting in a detailed
design and implementation plan for the system. In addition in this
first phase it is expected that all general purpose system software
such as the communication or data base management software (DBMS)
will be programmed and tested for installation in the second phase.
The second phase, which the participant is not concerned with at
l This project is an adaptation of a real world project
supplied by Dr. B.J. Bennington, IBM Visiting Professor at the
Lingnan Institute of Business Administration.
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this time, will be accomplished in the second year and will
encompass the actual implementation of the total system at the
regional offices and headquarters. The project concerned in the
game is only the first year project.
These background descriptions of the project are designed
primarily to give the participant the project objective, the nature
and scope of the work to be done. Names of the places, hardwares
are only noises which designed to provide realism to the game.
The tasks
The first years project has been planned in a series of nine
tasks to be accomplished by LIBA-SDC staff. The nine tasks are:
Task One- Detailed Project Planning
Task Two- Survey of the Regional Offices for Status
and Requirements
Task Three- Survey of the Headquarters Status and
Requirements
Task Four- Development of Design Criteria and
Preliminary Design of the Whole System
Task Five- Design of the Regional Office Systems
Task Six- Design of the Head Quarters System Including
the Data Base Management System (DBMS) and
Communicat ions Software
Task Seven- Programming and Testing the Communications
and DBMS
Task Eight- Development of the Detailed Implementation
Plan for the Whole System
Task Nine- Preparation of All Final Documentation
for Review and Approval
The Tasks are shown in Figure 4.1, and the following sections
contain brief task descriptions.
Task Name
Task 1: Detailed Pro¬
ject Planning
Task 2: Survey Region¬
al Offices
Task 3- Survey Head¬
quarters
: Task k: Preliminary
Design
Task 5s Detailed De¬
sign Regional Offices
Task 6: Detailed De¬
sign Headquarters
Task 7: Program and Test
Communications and DBMS
Task 8: Develop Imple¬
mentation Plan
Task 9:Final Reports
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 2 3 3 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Months from start
Maior Mi1est or o Preliminary Design Review
Final Design Review
Note: All task interdependencies
are to be inferred as the
obvious except that tasks
7 and 8 are only contingent
on task 6.
Fig. A.1 LIBA-SDC PROJECT PLAN: PROJECT TO DEVELOP THE REGIONAL MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM- PHASE ONE
Tasks descriptions
Task One- Detailed Project Planning:
This task, which initiates the project, will consist of a
review of this project plan by the senior members of the project
team. The staffing will be finalized, and interview lists,
interview arrangements and travel arrangements will be made as
necessary. The project budget will be reviewed and the ammended
budget submitted for management approval. Documentation and
reporting standards will be defined and a project briefing
prepared for the main project team. This briefing will be given
and the complete team will begin on the project. This task is
expected to take four weeks and will terminate with the whole team
installed in the project offices and ready to begin work.
Task Two- Survey Regional Offices:
The task team responsible for specializing in the needs of
the regional offices will visit each office in turn to examine and
collect documentation of present systems and requirements.
Interviews will proceed from the Regional Director in each case
downwards through the organizational hierarchy touching on all
relevant staff and activities. At the end of each trip, lasting
approximately one week, the team will return to Hongkong to
document and begin preliminary analysis of that regional office
before moving to the next. The total visits are expected to be
accomplished serially in ten weeks by a team of four people. The
final two weeks will be spent in documenting in working paper form
the status and requirements of the offices.
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Task Three- Survey Headquarters:
At the same time that the regional team is surveying the
regional offices, the headquarters team will be accomplishing a
similar top-down analysis of the headquarters function. In addition
to this team of two people, a communications and database management
group will specialise in the status and requirements of these
subsystems. The headquarters team will also document their analysis
in working paper form to be completed by the end of the fourth month.
Task Four- Preliminary Design:
Upon satisfactory completion of all working papers of Tasks
Two and Three the development of a preliminary design will be
accomplished jointly by the teams. This will be in sufficient detail
to allow a clear understanding of the issues involved during the
review of this design by LIBA-SDC technical management. It is
envisaged that the Preliminary Design will be formally documented in
typewritten form according to department standards and will describe
the proposed system in three components:
. the headquarters system
. the regional systems
. the communications and data base management systems
This task is expected to be completed by the end of the fifth month
assuming a one week review and approval cycle of the LIBA-SDC
management.
Task Five- Detailed Design of Regional Systems:
Subject to approval of the preliminary design, work will
proceed with an augmented team on the development of a detailed
design specification for each of the five regional office systems.
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This will include program specifications, equipment specifications,
and all procedures necessary to install and operate the system.
These will be documented in draft form according to LIBA-SDC
standards and will require approval by the project manager before
being considered complete.
Task Six- Detailed Design of Headquarters:
Parallel with the above task the headquarters team augmented
by additional design and program staff will detail the design of the
headquarters component of the system. This is subject to the same
approvals and conditions as the previous task.
Task Seven- Program and Test Communications and DBMS:
Upon approval of the specification of these parts of the
headquarters system programming and testing will begin. This is
expected to begin in the ninth month and be completed by the end of
the eleventh. All programs must be tested and documented according
to department standards and be signed off by the project leader.
Task Eight- Develop Phase Two Implementation Plan:
Alter approval of all design specifications in draft form
most of the team will leave the project, and the senior core will
prepare the detailed implementation and budget plan for phase two of
the project.
Task Nine- Final Reports:
The draft approved design specifications of Tasks Five and
Six, the implementation plan of Task Eight and the program maintenance
documentation of Task Seven, will all be edited, typed, duplicated in
12 copies. Then they will be bound and submitted for management
approval and team use in phase two. This task will take one month
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and has to be completed by the end of the twelth month.
The design of a twelve month project was chosen so that each
month corresponded to one decision period. It is hoped that each
participant spends about one hour on strategy formulation in each
period and the whole game period will take around two weeks of
actual elapsed teaching time. The game will then take up a total of
six hours of student preparation time per week.
These tasks are so structured in order to bring out several
teaching points:
1. To bring in the idea of unapplied time. Task Three and
four are parallel tasks contingent on Task Four. Task Four cannot
start until both Tasks Two and Three are completed. If one of these
tasks is finished earlier than the other, then the team members of
the finished task who have also been assigned to Task Four will have
to sit and wait for the other task to be completed before they can
start Task Four. Thus time and money will be wasted. This
unapplied time is a penalty in the game for discouraging negligence
in managing parallel tasks.
2. To illustrate the inherent weakness of a Gantt Chart.
All tasks interdependencies are to be inferred as obvious on the
Gantt Chart given in Fig. 4.1 except that Tasks Seven and Eight are
only contingent on Task Six.
The task descriptions-are given to the participants in order
to provide them with a true feel of the work to be done and put them
in the picture. This whole description is only a part of the
background information in the scenario. The true predetermined
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variables are the nine tasks.
4.3 The Project Resources
The resources applied to this project include people,
computer time, subcontractor's effort, materials, supplies and
miscellaneous items such as travel. However, for the sake of
simplicity and playability, all these resources, with the exception
of people, are treated as predetermined. Consequently, participants
are only allowed to make decisions concerning the allocation of staff
members to the project tasks. This, (with the exception of sub-
contract effort) is not too far from a first approximation to the
real world environment.
Human resources
The human, resources made available to the participants are
designed as follows:
Grades
There are five grades of staff, codes numbered from three
to seven. Description of each grade is given in Table 4.1.
` See Sit Kam Yin, The Design and Implementation of a Digital
Model for Computer Based Information Project Management, unpublished
M.B.A. dissertation, Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1976, pp.75-- 76
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TABLE 4.1




HK$2, 600junior staff just out of high schoolGrade 3
or some may have matriculated.
HK$3,260Grade 4 either staff who have just graduated
from University with a Bachelors
degree, or Grade 3's who have worked
for some three -years.
HK$3,909staff who have proven capable ofGrade 5
handling individual tasks with a
minimum of direction. May be entry
level graduates with Masters degree
but most often have risen through
the ranks with 3 yrs in grade 4 or
hired from outside with equivalent
qualificat ions.
Grade 6 senior staff capable of handling a HK54, 340
small group working on a larger task
with minimal direction within a task
budget and schedule.
the most capable of the Corporations rix )14zyGrade 7
senior staff who will frequently
manage projects of their own and
are capable of handling complex
technical and management situations
on both a group and individual basis.
All charges are accumulated on these averages rather
than on actual salaries of individuals.
Staff types
Within grades there are two specialities: programmer or
analyst. Junior grade programmers are little more than coders.
Senior grade programmers are essentially designers and programmers
of complex software additionally able to manage lower grade
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programmers in achieving tasks.
Staff list of LIBA-SDC
The total number of staff members available to the project
managers is limited to forty which is more or less a realistic
situation for a medium size software house like LIBA. The
individual information of this given pool of human resources is
illustrated in Table 4.2.
TABLE A. 2














































































Has only worked for LIBA-SDC.
Middle School•



















Worked for CLP 2 yrs.
Mat riculation.
Only worked for LIBA-SDC,
B.Sc Chem. HKU.
Worked 2yrs IBM, 2yrs CLP.
B.Sc Math CUHK.
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
M at r i c ul a t i on.
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC.
Matriculation.
Worked A yrs Indian Govt,.
M. S c C omp S c, M an c he st e r, UK,
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC.
B.Sc Sociology, HKU.
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC.
Matriculation.
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC.
Matriculation
Worked 3 yrs CSC in San Francisco
MBA Berkley
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC.
MBA, CUHK
Worked 6 yrs NCI
B.Sc Bus CUHK
Has just Jointed LIBA-SDC after
Matriculation
Only worked for LIBA-SDC.
B.Sc. Chem. HKU
Worked 3 yrs BASI (Europe) and
3 yrs PW (Hongkong). BS Math
Fla. St.



















































































Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
B.3c. Literature, HKU
















Worked 1 yr Bank of East Asia
1 yr Sealand. M.Sc Math, HKU
Worked 4 yrs for Hawaii Five-Oh
MS Comp.Sc. BS Crimly., U.Hawaii
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
M at r i c ul a t i on
Worked for UPCC 3 years.
BSc Chem HKU, DPMA
Worked 12 years HK Govt the last
7 in DPD. 2 yrs freelance EDP
cons. BSc Bus CUHK
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
MBA CUHK, BScEE HKU
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
KSc Sociology HKU; BSc Math CUHK
Worked 3 yrs CDSystems Singapore
BS Comp Sc UCLA, some grad work.
Has worked for LIBA-SDC 7 yrs
BSc Bus Admin CUHK
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
Matriculation
Has worked four years for LIBA-
SDC BS Social Sc HKU
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
Middle School
Worked 9 years for Price Water-
house in London. MSc EE Imperial
College.
3yrs IBM World Trade Asia 3 yrs
CDSystems Singapore, lyr Perto-
mina. BSMath St anfor d.
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
BSc Bus. National U. Taiwan.
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Worked 4 yrs Burroughs HK.
BSc Physics, HKU
Tajima Hiroshi Worked 7 yrs Mitsubishi, 2 yrs
Lowe-Bingham HK. MA Comp Sc
(Cantab), BS Business, Tokyo.
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Worked 9 yrs for LIBA-SDC.
Middle School
Lee Nancy A. Worked 3 yrs Pes. Asst U. of




5 A 4 Worked 5 yrs Dov; Chemical
Pacific HK, BS English,
North Western.




All of the employee names given in Table 4.2 are real to the
extent that they were all picked up from the Hong Kong telephone
book. It is hoped that by using local names, participants can get a
more real feeling of the people they are managing. However, the
backgrounds of the individuals given in the comments column are all
fictitious, serving again as noises in the game design. The
employee number, grades, types and years in grade are true game
parameters. l
Other resources
As aforementioned, the values of the other resources applied
in this project are predetermined. Each of these is discussed below:
Computer time
Computer time is designed that only programmers use computer
time on their jobs. The usage of computer time depends on the
number of man-hours spent in programming. In the model, one C.P.U.
hour is consumed for every eight man hours of programmers' effort.
C.P.U. hour is charged according to the priority specified, hence
there is compensation between the higher rate charged for highest
priority and the consequent better productivity. The rates are as
follows:
Priority 1 (highest) $300.00 dollars per cpu hour
Priority 2 $250.00 dollars per cpu hour
Priority 3 (lowest) $200.00 dollars per cpu hour
Subcontractor's effort
Subcontractor's efforts are designed to be employed in Tasks
I Ibid
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six and nine. In Task Six, HK$6,572 are paid to Cable and Wireless
as fees for the examination of communication design alternatives.
In Task Nine, HK$43,635 are payable to subcontractor called Wallace
Printing Company for printing and binding reports. However these
items of cost are deliberately delayed for two months before they
are available to the project manager.
Travel and miscellaneous items
Travel expenditures are designed to occour in Tasks Two when
the regional team visits and revisits Singapore, Taipei and Seoul in
March and April.
Overheads
Other resources applied to this project but do not break
down in details (e.g. project manager's salary, the facilities,
stationery and secretarial supports) are charged accumulatively as
overheads, at a rate of 83 percent to the total labour cost per month.
4.4 Frociuct ivity or Applied Kesources
The productivity of people is designed to depend on the
following factors:
1. Grades:
The most productive analysts are the senior analysts because
of their ability to function well in the most unstructured situations.
Junior analysts are not very productive and in fact their grades exist
mainly as career paths to the more senior grades.
The middle range of programmers is the most productive because
of the nature of complexity of software attacked by the most senior
grades. However, the middle range cannot be solely used on complex
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software. As with analysts the productivity of the most junior
grades is not high.
Although the senior grade people are more productive, their
salaries are higher. Hence there is a cost-productivity trade off
that participants have to consider when they try to allocate these
human resources to the tasks.
2. Years in grade:
The productivity of individuals is a function of their
years in grade. Staff with growth ability demonstrated by good
productivity will be promoted most probably during their third years.
3. Number of tasks being worked on:
Productivity is very dependent upon the number of tasks
worked on. This is particularly true of junior grades who virtually
fall to pieces if they are shared on many tasks at the same time.
Hence they do not make good part time project staff members, though
in an emergency two tasks shared is passable. Grade 7's, however,
are known for their ability to work on a number of tasks without
great drop in productivity.
4. Individual learning curve:
There is a learning curve in the beginning of any new project.
There is even a learning curve if an individual is put on a new task
which is unrelated to the previous one. For example, in the current
project regional tasks and headquarters tasks are very different,
and moving people from one kind to another brings with it the
penalty of the learning curve with consequent loss of productivity.
In the case of analytical tasks, a code 7 is up to speed in as little
as two weeks whereas a code 3 can take six weeks before he is
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contributing fully. In the case of programmers the learning is
inverted with the more junior members contributing more quickly.
This is because junior programmers are set to coding straight away
which is a familiar task irrespective of the nature of the system.
Hence they can be effective within two weeks. The more senior grades
have to get involved in the nature of the system, often having to
review and revise specifications as well as think through the
difficult problems of complex software. Hence it often takes them
a month to get up to speed on a typical project.
The learning curve of programmers on a new kind of task is
influenced by the computer priority as the highest priority (i.e. P-l)
gives very quick turn around and hence the learning curve modification
is minimal. In the case of lower priorities the slower turn around
magnified the learning curve a little.
There is also a learning curve in effectively using the
computer in beginning a new kind of programming task due to the
inevitable change of job control parameters and general unfamiliarity
with the new program environment. This results in the computer time
being used less effectively.
5. Number of people work together in a group (the group factor):
It is specially designed that in the model LIBA-SDC has
developed an informal standard of breaking tasks into small team
'chunks' that can work and operate in one project office housing
about half a dozen people. This has been shown over the years to
develop good task team spirit with consequent good morale and hence
productivity. When you get a larger number of people together the
working conditions cause them to spend more time unproductively.
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6. How well a group is being managed (the management factor):
One of the major parameters affecting the productivity of a
group is how well the group is managed. If you have a task manned
by only Grade 3's for example, they may work hard but in the wrong
direction thus their useful work will only be a fraction of that
possible in a well managed team. It is assumed that because of
regular performance appraisals and well-designed career paths there
is no hidden person a better manager than the average of his grade.
Hence it is safe to design that none can effectively manage people
in same grade or a higher grade than himself. Obviously, the more
senior staff grades are the best overall managers as management
capabilities figure high in the criteria for promotion and in the
training of staff.
7. Computer down time:
Computer down time affects programmers productivity. 10
percent is certainly tolerable but beyond that the productivity falls
off quickly until at the threshold of intolerable delays the
programmers tend to go home in disgust.
Project organization
The organization of the project team given to the
participants is shown in Fig. 4.2. The planned hours by task for
each team member is given on Fig. 4.3. Here it is assumed that 172
hours represent an average man month. This average of 172 hours
included normal allowance for sickness, vacation and public holidays
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The project budget is given to the participants in the forms
of a labor budget by task (Fig. 4.4) and a cost estimate for the
total project budget (Fig. 4.5).
The total project cost estimate amounts to HK$886,500 in
Fig. 4.5 The approved budget for project is $900,000 which
represents the sum approved by LIBA-SDC management in response to
the estimates. This $900,000 is also the cost constraint set for
the game.
These cost estimates are by no means true game parameters.
They are given to the participants to illustrate the various cost
items a project manager has to take care of and how these estimates
are arrived. In the actual game, each team has to develop its own
estimates for the given project. Hence this given project budget
serves the purposes of a guideline and initial standards for control.
4.5 The Project Environment
As discussed in chapter 4.0, in order to increase the degree
of uncertainty and realism in the game and to illustrate the points
that work done on a project, the applied resources and their
productivity are not linearly related, several uncertainty factors
are built into the model:
1. Computer down time
In each month of the project period, computer down time is
built in the model in terms of a percentage over and above scheduled
maintenance. Since the productivity of programmers is a function of
computer down time, this creates an uncertainty in productivity of





















































































































Fig. b.b DETAILED BREAKDOWN OF LABOR
BUDGET BY TASK











See. figure 4. 4 for details 4 721 100
Computer
2064 programmer hours using 1 cpu hour per 8hrs
worked= 258 cpu hrs@ $300 per hr 77 4oo
Materials and Subcontracts
For Task Six: Fee to Cable and Wireless
to cost out alternative communication
net works $ 5 000
For Task Nine: Fee for Wallace Printing
Company to edit, type, repro and bind
$37500approx. 1500 pages@ $25 per page
Travel and Miscellaneous
Trips to regions estimated at $775 per week
plus average airfare of $1500. 20 man-
trips@ $2275 45 500
Total $886 500
APPROVED BUDGET FOR PROJECT 5900 000
FIG. 4.5 COST ESTIMATE FOR THE PROJECT BUDGET
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2. Sickness
In each month, it is designed that some productive hours of
the team is lost because of sickness of certain members.
3. Vacations
A vacation list (Fig. 1+.6) of the LIBA-SDC staff is given
to the participants. However, the exact date for the vacation of
each employee is not specified. The team will loose some productive
hours in case a team member happens to be on vacation.
4. Holidays
Similarly, a list of public holidyas observed by the LIBA-
SDC is also given to participants (Fig. 4-7). Unlike vacation,
which applies only to individuals in a team, on public holidays, the
computer operation will be closed and the whole team will not be
productive. This holiday list is a real public holiday list
announced by the Hong Kong Government in 1975.
5. Staff resignation
It is common in the real world that sudden staff resignation
does occur. This can be a blow to the progress of a project. It is,
therefore, designed in the model that certain staff members will quit
during the later months of the project so as to amplify this blow to
the project manager. The month for staff resignation is, of course,
not disclosed to the participants beforehand.
4.6 Rules and Penalties
Rules and penalties are artificical elements introduced to
facilitates tha game play or used as reinforcement for some concepts





01 1wkFeb 1 wkAug
02 2 wks July
03 2 wks Nov
04 1wkFeb 1 wk Sept
05 1 wk Aug 1 wk Sept
06 2 wks Oc t
07 2 wks Dec
08 1 wk July 1wkNov
09 1wkJan 1 wk Oc t
10 2 wks Aug
11 2 wks Oc t
12 2 wks May
13 1wkMay 1 wk Aug
14 2 wks Jan
15 2 wks Nov
16 2 wks Sept
17 2 wks Feb
18 2 wks De c
19 2 wks April
20 2 wks July
21 1 wk June 1wkDec
22 2 wks Jan
23 2 wks June
24 1 wk March 1 week May
25 2 wks May
26 2 wks March
27 2 wks April
28 2 wks June
29 2 wks Jan
2 wks Feb30




31 2 wks Dec
2 wks March32
33 2 wks Sept
l wk Oct34 1 wk Nov





4o 2 wks Jan
FIG. 4.6- CONTINUED
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THE FOLLOWING PUBLIC HOLIDAYS WILL BE OBSERVED BY THE
LIBA-SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION. DURING THESE DAYS
THE COMPUTER OPERATION WILL BE CLOSED.
January New Years Day
February Chinese New Year (3 days)
March Easter (2 days)
April Ching Ming Festival
Queens Birthday
May none
June Dragon Boat Festival
July The July Holiday
August The August Holiday
Liberat ion Day
September Mid-Autumn Fest ival




FIG. 4.7 PUBLIC HOLIDAYS OBSERVED BY LIBA-SDC
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model. Therefore these may not be real world phenomena. In this
model, the following rules and penalties are designed.
New staff acquist it ion
For new staff acquist it ion, it is designed that it takes
one month notice to get a new staff member into a project. If new
staff is requested in the beginning of April, for example, he will
not be able to start work in May though no cost penalty is incurrec
until he starts work.
Lay off income benefit
It takes one month to get rid of a staff member from the
project team. During this one month period, the project is charged
for him though his productivity will be nil as he winds down,
documents his part of the project and prepares to move out. This
charge is known as Lay Off Income Benefit (L.I.B.).
The above two penalties are artificially introduced to
reinforce the idea of the effectiveness of resource allocation and
utilization. A project is competitive with other projects in the
organization for resources. Any misallocation or utilization of
acquired resources not only leads to a waste of organizational
resource, but also depletes other projects of the necessary re-
sources. These two penalties try to encourage participants to make
wise use of the resources they have already acquired.
Overtime premium
Project staff may work overtime. This is charged at a
premium rate of time and a half for 'reasonable' hours at which
point the rate escalates to avoid unrealistic overtime demands on
the part of the project manager.
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Sickness or vacation charges
When staff are sick or on vacation, the project is not
charged for their time as this is covered by the overhead burden
of 83 percent. However, the project team does lose those productive
hours.
Opportunity cost
The penalty for late completion is fixed at $65,000 per
month. This penalty hopes to reinforce the idea of opportunity
cost to the participants.
4.7 Nature of Decision Making Cycle
In each of the twelve decision cycles, the participant is
only allowed to manipulate the staffing of the project. By adding
people to tasks, deleting them from tasks, or changing them from
one task to another or changing their level of effort' on a task.
The only decision outside of staff decisions is the ability to
select the computer priority for the month.
The twelve month project is reported on at the end of every
month in a series of project related reports. Based upon these
reports, the participants may elect to leave their current strategies
alone or change them. Hence at the beginning of each project month
each team will submit an input form indicating its course of action.
Input to change a project strategy.
The format of the input form is shown in Fig. 4.8.
Level of effort is the percentage of the monthly productive
man hour of a programmer or analyst that is used for allocation of
staff effort to different tasks.
Project
Strategy •THE LISA SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Fig. k.S SAMPLE INPUT FORM
%
This is for Team three in April indicating
four change cards and a request for priority
one on the computer. Bao Ling Chin is being
added to Task Five for one quarter of his
available time and Or Chi King is being
removed from Task Nine. Dai Bik Kun is being
changed from his current level of effort
to spend 55 percent of his time on Task Two.
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Card one
This is a heading card in which the participant gives
general information for the month. This must be completed even no
change is made to the strategy of previous cycle.
Item 1: Team Number- the single digit identification
number team has been allocated.
Item 2: Month- this is the month number for the coming
month of operation of the project. This is a
two digit, right adjusted integer of the form:
January=l, February=2 etc. The project starts
in January.
Item 3: Number of Changes- this is a count of the
number of change lines a team is entering.
If a team does not wish to change its strategy
this is left blank. The field is a two digit
integer, right adjusted.
Item 4: Priority- this is the requested computer priority
for the month. If there is no anticipated computer
requirement then it is left blank. If there is
a requirement for use of the computer this month
leaving the field blank will automat icly select
lowest priority i.e.= 3. The field is a single
digit integer.
Card two through N
These are change cards requesting one change per line.
The three kinds of changes a team can make are ADD, DELete, and
CHanGe. ADD will bring a new person into the project select from
the LIBA-SDC staff list with a delay of one month to ease her/him
out of their current assignment. DEL will remove someone from the
project with a consequent penalty of one months work. CHG will
allow the team to move a person from one task to another without
delay or lay-off penalty. For every CHG card there must be a
corresponding ADD card indicating where the person is to be changed
to.
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Item 1: Operation- this must be the selected three
character operator ADD, DEL, or CHG.
Item 2: Man Number- this is the employee number of the
staff member under question. The field is a
two digit integer, right adjusted.
Item 3: Task Number- this is the task number under ques-
tion. For an ADD statement this is the task
the person is on for a DEL it is the task from
which the person is taken off for a CHG it is
the task the person is currently on. The field
is a two digit, right adjusted integer.
Item 4: Level of Effort- this is the percentage level
of effort of this person on this task the
participants are assigning them to. This field
is only required for an ADD instruction and if
left blank will be assumed to be 100 percent.
It is possible to make people work overtime by
specifying more than a total of 100 percent.
The field is a real number and hence must contain
a decimal point.
Last card
The last card of a team's strategy should contain three
asterisks(*) in the first three columns.
Output of decision processing
The results of the strategy processed are in the form of
three reports:
1. The monthly task report (Fig. 4.9)
2. The monthly labor report (Fig. 4.10)
3. The monthly project report (Fig. 4.11)
The task report
This report gives the* status of the task(s) being worked on
at the end of the month. If there are two or more than two tasks
currently being worked on in the same month, then there will be two
or more task reports. If one task finishes at the middle of a
month, the subsequent task(s) will start automatically if it can.
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Thus at the end of that month, there will be two or more tasks
reports.
Example: If Task One finishes at the middle of January,
Task Two and Three will start automatically. At the end of January,
there will be three task reports: Task One, Two and Three.
(provided Tasks Two and Three do not finish in January)
On each of these task reports, the task number, task nature,
month of the report and the date on which the task first began are
given. The status of the task is also given in the form of
'percentage completed'. 100 percent represents a finished task.
If a task is completed, the date for its completion will appear
next to the heading of 'Task Completed:' otherwise, a zero is printed.
One point to be noted here is that in the real world case, the
percentage of completion of a task can only be estimated by the
project manager and will not usually appear up to the detail as
given here in the task report.
The monthly and year-to-date expenditures for the task are
given by the objects of expenditures: labor, computer usage,
materials and subcontracts, travel and miscellaneous items. The
labor cost is futher broken down to show the cost incurred on each
of the project team members who worked this month. For the sake of
easy interpretation, each team member's employee number, name,
grade and the number of hours worked in this month on the task are
also given under the labor cost section.
The labour report
This report gives a breakdown of the monthly and year-to-
date project labor cost by employees who worked this month as well
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as the number of hours worked in the month.
The column under the heading REASON gives the reason for
any employee's sudden reduced man hours from planned in this month.
The reasons include: vacation, sickness. Off (from the project)
and quit (from LIBA-SDC). For example, in Fig. 4.10, Ng Pang Kee
is expected to have worked 168 hours in May, but the report showed
a number of 88 hours. The reason for this was he had had 80 hours
of vacation.
The project report
The report gives the monthly and year-to-date project costs.
Notice that the cost items: Overtime premium, unapplied time and
LIB are also given.
Based on the analysis of these three reports, given at the
end of a month, the participants may be able to develop his strategy
for the next month, together with the information given in the
players manual1 and in the project memos (see below) which are
supplied together with these reports.
One point has to be noted is that in all these three reports,
the column under Estimated Cost are zero filled. This column
would normally show the estimated dollar values of the various
costs prepared by the participants and each participant has to
enter the monthly estimates together with strategy input. However
this involves too much computation on the participants' part and
increases the complexity of input preparation. Because of the
relatively short period of game play, it is decided to neglect this
I See Appendix III.
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idea at the present moment. However, participants are encouragea
to work out their monthly estimates on their own.
4.8 Some Extra Information
In order to stimulate the interest of the participants and
to provide a high degree of realism in simulation, the participants
are provided with some extra information:
Memos
There are two types of memos given to the participants.
One type is the pre-game memo1 which helps to give a historical
background of the project. The other type of memo is the end of
task memos, which are sent out from the task leaders to the project
manager (the participants) to report the non-quantitative aspects of
the task2 at the end of a task.
Monthly labor and computer st at ist ics3
This is also in form of memos giving the participants the
monthly sick list, the normal working time for that month and the
computer down time. These statistics are given to the participants
together with the monthly reports.
4.9 A Summary of the Teaching Points
Incorporated in the Model
The teaching points incorporated in this model design are
summarized below, task by task, although some of these have already
1 See Appendix I.
2 See Appendix II.
3 See Appendix IV.
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been mentioned during the discussion of the design of the game.
Task One
Task One is designed that if the participants follow the
given project plan and resource allocation in Task One, the progress
of the task will be satisfactory. In fact, the participants will
find that they can finish the task earlier than expected. This
early success in game play is purposely designed to arouse partici-
pants interest at the starting point and develop the momentum. It
is essential not to let any of the participating teams to run out of
budget and time very fast otherwise they will have no incentive to
move on.
Task Two and Three
These two tasks are parallel tasks of different nature.
If the participants adopt the strategy given on the project plan
without any change, Task Two and Three will never be completed at
the same time and unapplied time penalty will occur. In fact
indication of possible occurence of unapplied time will be
apparent on the task status reports of these two tasks at the end
of January. Participants are expected to make changes in the project
plan at this point in time. Some of the possible strategies to
overcome unapplied time are:
1. Delete people from the leading task and hence be
penalised by L.I.B.
2. Add people to the slower task and be penalised by a
reduction in productivity of the newly added people
because of the learning curve .effect.
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3. Switch people between the two tasks. But since these
two tasks are of different nature, the effect of
learning curve will reduce the productivity of the
transferred staff.
4. Manipulate the levels of effort of people in the two
tasks. Any use of overtime will be penalised by higher
cost but will increase productivity.
All these possible decisions will require the participants
to consider the relationship between resource, productivity and
work done in terms of cost and time trade off.
Task Four
This task is a built-in trap. If the participants follow
the staffing of the given project plan, he can never get Tasks Four
finished and huge amount of money will be wasted. The reason is
ten people working in a small room on a creative task such as
design will no doubt, give a diminishing return of group productivity.
Just imagine all the stories the regional team members have to tell
after their visits to Taipei, Seoul Kuala Lumpur. Participants
will be expected to be able to identify the potential danger before
hand and formulate corrective actions.
Task Five and Six
Apparently these tasks are a replication of the training
points designed in Tasks Two.and Three. But in fact they are not O
Tasks Seven and Eight are only contigent on Task Six because these
two are headquarter tasks. This means that there will be no
unapplied time penalty if Tasks Five and Six do not finish on the
same time. Task Five is contigent only on Task Nine. This design
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is to bring participants' attention to the weakness of the use of
Gantt Chart. The actual relationship between these tasks is shown
on the network chart on Fig. 4.12.
Task Five




FIG. 4.12 NETWORK CHART SHOWING THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TASKS
FIVE, SIX, SEVEN, EIGHT AND
NINE.
Tasks Seven and Eight
These two tasks essentially reinforce the teaching points
built in Tasks Two and Three except here participants may need to
look after three tasks: Task Five, Seven and Eight and see they
do complete more or less at the same time if the staff assigned in
Task Nine are also working on these tasks.
Task Nine
This is an relatively easy task and designed as the climax
of the game.
Other teaching points
Subcontract costs, which incur in Tasks Six and Nine are
designed to be deliberately delayed to appear on the reports until
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in August and December respectively. The purpose of this is to
bring over to the participants the idea of cost capture may not be
timely and some cost items may arrive late. Good project managers
should always take this into consideration during their monthly
cost analysis. Other teaching points such as poor allocation and
utilization of organization resources, opportunity costs are
discussed earlier to be reinforced by the artificial penalties.
Through these nine tasks, it is hoped that participants of
the game will be able to identify the productivity functions that
have been built in the model through each cycle of decision
making, develop the technique of project control and the need of
standards. Working through the project plan and budget will
familarize the major aspects of project planning through the
uncertainty factors built in, students may be able to grasp the
concept of nonlinearity nature of a task. Finally it is hoped,
though not intented, that participants will establish the concept
of work, productivity and resource relationship.
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5.0 EVALUATION
The evaluation part of this study consists of developing a
trial game (model performance) and the subsequent evaluation of this
trial game.
5.1 Trial Game Development
The participants
The model was put to trial on November, 1975. Ten participants
were involved in playing the game. Out of these ten, two were
practising CBIS project managers in the Data Processing Department of
the Hong Kong Government, two were undergraduates, while others were
Lingnan MBA students attending the Business Information System-II
course. All the eight students had gone through the Business
Information System-I course in the first semester and hence their
backgrounds on CBIS were roughly the same. The principal instructional
technique for Business Information System Courses has been traditionally
the case analysis method, coupled with selected readings and lectures.
This was the first time that these students had any decision gaming
experience.
The ten participants were organized into five teams each with
two members. Both members in the team were involved in decision
making and played the role of project managers, and each team competed
with one and other. The winning criterion was to finish the project
on time (twelve months) and on budget (HK$900,000).
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The game administrator
The game was administered by Professor B.J. Bennington, the
course instructor 'for Business Information System Courses in Lingnan.
Professor Bennington also played the role of the Operation Manager
of LIBA-SDC to him all project managers reported and seeked advice.
The game administrator was the sole arbiter of all procedural problems
of the game and simulation questions. Mr. Sit Kam Yin and the author
acted as demonstrators and were responsible for the data processing
activities of the game which included collecting decision forms,
keypunching the decision input cards, running the simulation on the
computer and distributing the outputs and information memos.
The game period
The module on CBIS project management of Business Information
System-II course began on 12 November. The playing of the game
actually started on the 28th. Each participant was supposed to spend
a minimum of six hours per week of preparation time on decision making.
An outline of the schedule of the module was given in Fig. 5.1 and
the instructions for decision form submission was on Fig. 5.2.
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FIG. 5.1
1976 LIBA PROJECT MANAGEMENT
GAME SCHEDULE
Pre-game session IWed. 12th Nov.
Pre-game session IIWed. 19th Nov.
Session III-- Briefing on the CBISWed. 26th Nov.
Project Management Game
Submission of January decision
form
Session IV-- Return of 6th decisionWed. 3rd Dec.
cycle results mid-game review
Session V-- Return of 12th decisionWed. 10th Dec.
cycle results post-game review.
The game scheduling
Pre-game session I-- In this pre-game session, the game
administrator introduced the nature, design and measurement of work,
how to break down a job of work into managable smaller chunks called
tasks, the relationship between work done on a task, the resources
applied to that task, the work method and the quality of the work
done. The concept and application of method standards and performance
standards in the project control cycle were also discussed. At the
end of the session, each participant was given the pre-game memos No. 1
and 2.l From these memos, participants were asked to develop the
followings as a home assignment:
1. The number of the tasks in the project, the nature and objective
of each task, the input to each task and its output, and the
methods of getting each task done.
I See Appendix I
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FIG. 5.2
INSTRUCTION FOR SUBMISSION OF DECISION FORMS
1. Dispatch of game results
a) IN Basket- Input before noon will be submitted
over the lunch hour.
Input before 6:00 pm will be input
before: nm.
b) OUT Basket- night runs will be in the basket by 10:00 am
unless the machine is down. In this case a
notice will be posted on the basket giving
estimated output time.
day runs will be returned as soon as they
come out though this will not always be
the same day.
c) un 6aturaays all input must oe receivea oy noon.
2. When you submit your forms please also submit in brief
narrative form your strategy to allow the demonstrators
to check that you are really doing what you want to do.
3. You may run more than one month at a time ifou wish
4. Your aim is to get as far as June in the first
week and then to December in the second.
5. The Operation Manager will be in his office on Saturday
mornings as an advisor and consultant should you wish
to see him.
6. The learning experience you get out of this game is
directly proportional to what you put in it.
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2. The sequence of the tasks developed.
3. Time and man-day estimates by task.
4. The preliminary project schedule.
5. The preliminary staffing of the project team.
Pre-game session II-- The game administrator gave a
discussion of the important points to be considered during the
staffing and organizing the project team. This was followed by a
going through of the exercise assigned in the previous session.
Then the game administrator introduced the idea of a project, the
nature of CBIS projects and project management. As an assignment,
participants were given the pre-game memo No. 31 and the players
manual. Each participant was asked to go through the manual and
calculate the'estimates of the monthly project cost by objects of
expenditure and the aggregate project cost per month.
Session III: Game briefing-- The administrator went through
the manual with the participants explaining the task structure, the
rules and penalties, input procedure and report analysis. The
project budget calculations were gone through game schedule announced
and the participants were organized into five teams. Each team was
told to formulate and submit their January strategies before the close
of the session. Each team was expected to get as far as June before
the mid-game review in the following week. If the project managers
had any problem, they could consult with the Operation Manager. In
order to keep up the interest of the game, the individual teams'
results of each decision cycle were made known to each other in the
See Appendix I.
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form of a monthly team status report. (Fig. 5.3)
Session IV: The mid-game review-- The mid-game review was
given by the administrator who commented on each team's past
performance reinforcing what they had done right and pointing out
what they had done wrong. Besides this educational purpose, the
mid-game review was designed to keep up the momentum of the teams.
LIBA Project Management Game




FIG. 5.3 MONTHLY TEAM STATUS REPORT
SAMPLE
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Session V: Post-game review-- In this review the whole game
was analysed and the final results of the game anounced.
5.2 Evaluation
Evaluation objectives and criteria
The evaluation objectives, as mentioned in Section 1.3 were
to evaluate the effectiveness of the model in terms of meeting the
design criteria and teaching objective, and to detect any design
defects for the purpose of the future enhancement of the model,
and its application. Hence, the evaluation criteria are whether
the model meets the teaching objective and design criteria predefined.
The scope of evaluation
In evaluating the effectiveness of the model, the evaluator
was really measuring the influence of two critical factors combined
-- the model and the skill which the model was being administered.
Thus any evaluation had to evaluate both. It was not the intention
in this evaluation to isolate the effect of each of these factors,
but to measure the results of the interaction of these two factors.
Hence the evaluation really measured the effectiveness of the model
under the way it was administrated.
The evaluation on the realism of the model and the interest
and involvement of the participants was directed to measure the
attitude and behavior of participants toward these design aspects,
i.e. students view points were seeked.
The measure on the complexity of the model was also
participant.oriented and covered the following aspects:
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1. The complexity of data preparation for input.
2. The complexity of the rules and penalties.
3. The complexity of the structural and causal relationship
of the variables versus playability and realism.
The game administration and schedule were also evaluated
since as explained earlier, the effect of the model and its
administration could not really be separated.
Since it was also the objective of the evaluation to look up
any design weakness in the model and make suggestions for future
enhancement, thus this evaluation was an exploratory one. It was the
beginning of a whole series of subsequent evaluation, until the
whole model was bug-freed for its final acceptance.
Evaluation methodology
Data gathering methods used in this evaluation were:
1. Written examinations and cycle to cycle analysis of
participants' strategies-- These were designed to ascertain the
knowledge the participants gained out of the model. The written
examinations involved a pre-test and a post-test 1 with no control
group set up. Questions 1 to 8 on the test paper were designed to
measure participants' attainment of the underlying concept of work,
resources and productivity relationship. Questions 9 to 20 attempted
to measure the attainment of knowledge in CBIS project management.
A pre-test was given to the participants at the beginning of the pre-
game session I, and a post-test consisting of the same questions was
again given to the participants after the post-game review. Both the
1 See Appendix V.
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pre-test and post-test results were graded by the author. The
score difference between these two tests gave an indication of
the students' attainment from playing the model. The acceptance of
meeting the teaching objective was ascertained by:
(a) Comparing this score difference with the historical
average acceptance score for participants' attainment in written
tests in Business Information System-I Course.l
(b) Abstracts of the tests answers and marking scheme
together with the distribution of score difference were presented
to the formal Business Information System Courses instructor to
ask for his subjective expert's opinion.
The learning progress of the participants was obtained
through an analysis of each team's strategy from cycle to cycle.
This assessment was qualitative.
2. Non-disguised semi-structured interview 2- A post-game
non-disguised semi-structured interview was conducted by the author.
All ten participants were interviewed. This interview was designed
to measure participants' attitudes toward the model in terms of
interest, involvement, realism and complexity. These attitudes were
measured through semantic differentials. A seven cell scale was used.
Participants were asked to indicate their feelings about the questions
asked by placing a check mark in the appropriate cell in accordance
with how closely the adjectives at either end of the scale described
their feelings.
1 The scores of the two government people were not included
in the calculation since the model was not designed primarily for them.
See Annendix VII for the interview aue stionaire,
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Respondents were scored from 1.0 for the cell closest to
the unfavourable pole up to 7.0 for the cell closest to the favourabl
pole. The scores for each question were then averaged to reflect an
overall measure of the group as a whole. Scores ranging from 1.0 to
3.9 were taken as unfavourable, while those ranging from 4.1 to 7.0
were favourable. 4.0 represented neutral response. Since intensity
is a relative measure, the higher the score, the more favourable the
attitude. To supplement these semantic differentials, other open-
ended questions on various aspects of the model were also asked.
This served to poll the participants' general opinions towards the
model and how well it was administered.
3. Informal observation-- This technique was used only to
a limited extent, primarily to obtain some objective measures of
students' interest and involvement during the game.
Notice that methods 1 and 2 both involved post-game data
collection. In-game data collection was only limited to informal
observation because the evaluator did not wish to disrupt the flow
of the game.
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Limitations of the methodology
Written tests
1. No control group was set up in this evaluation because this would
mean some students would be deprived of the right of receiving
training in project management. The absence of a control group
affected greatly the internal validity in the evaluation of
meeting the teaching objectives.
2. All written test scores were bound to have elements of subjectivity
of the grader and other biases such as misinterpretation of
questions on the participants' part.
3. The historical average acceptable scores were obtained from
previous post-tests only, and this should be'discounted before
they were compared to the score difference average obtained in
the evaluation. However, the discounting factor was unknown.
Hence the criteria of measuring the meeting of the teaching
objectives would mainly be the expert opinion of the course
instructor.
1+. The pre-test effect also was anticipated, though it was not
expected to be serious.
The interview
1. The greatest limitation in using this technique was that since
the evaluator is the friend of the participants and is also the
designer of the model, participants tended to give answers which
they thought would please the evaluator.
2. The use of semantic differential has its inherent difficulty:
respondents tend to avoid extreme ends of the scale.
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Overall, since the evaluator was also the designer, there
was danger that he would be emotionally involved with the model
and biased on the grading, strategy analysis and even observation.
However, the evaluator had tried hard to remind himself of the need
for objectivity throughout the evaluation process.
5.3 Data Analysis and Findings
Attainment of knowledge
Quantitative results
Table 5.1 gives the results of the pre-test and post-test.
TABLE 5.1
RESULTS OF THE WRITTEN TESTS
(a) (e)(c) (d)(b)
HistoricalsAverageAverageAverageSubjects to













66.2 62.4column average 3.8
(base= 100)
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Column (e) of Table 5.1 gives the acceptable average
score of the eight participants. This average score was obtaining
by taking the means of three attainment tests scores undertook
by the eight participants in question during the Business
Information-I course in the first semester.
A comparison between this acceptable average (as a standard)
and figures in columns (d) reveals that:
1. The overall score difference average is below
standard.
2. The attainment of the concept of work, resources and
productivity relationship is below standard.
3. The attainment of knowledge in CBIS management is
below standard.
However, as mentioned earlier in the chapter, the figure in column
(e) is the average score of the attainment test or post-tests only.
The figure on column (e) has to be discounted before true comparison
can be made, but this discounting factor is not known.
If data in column (c) are compared with the acceptable
average, it is clear that the attainment of project management
knowledge can be said to have met standard, but the attainment of
concepts in work, resources and productivity does not. But in this
case, it is assumed that the effect of the pre-test scores is
similar in both cases and that last semester's standard is the same
as this semester's. Hence, these results are not conclusive. But
one point that may be concluded is that the model is more effective
in familarizing participants with the knowledge of CBIS project
management than with the concepts of work.
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Abstracts of the students' results and the scoring scheme
were presented to the course instructor for an expert's opinion.
The instructor's comment was that the personally felt that the
model was at least as effective as other traditional teaching
methods and he confirmed that he would adopt the model as a
teaching tool on CBIS project management next year.
When the eight participants were asked to rate how much
CBIS project management knowledge they thought they had gained from
using the model, using a semantic differential,1 the average index
obtained was 5.2, indicating a favourable response.
Qualitative results
Table 5.2 gives the overall game results of the five
teams.
I See Appendix VI, question 1.
TABLE S.2
OVERALL RESULTS OF THE TRIAL GAME
Team FiveTeam Three Team FourTeam TwoTeam OneCost items
HK$727,61+0 IHK$770:705 IHK$775,710Total project labor HK$767,739 IHK$698,255
cost
Total project
I HK$ 69,618 HK$ 69,769 I HK$ 50 ,149 HK$ 36,922 HK$ 57,417computer time
cost
Total Project HK$ 6,7950IHK$ 18,416 HK$ 15.090 HK$ 7,685
overtime premium
Total project HK$ 11,402I HK$ 3, 247 IHK$ 9,838 HK$ 7,746 IHK$ 5,423
unapplied time
Total project HK$ 22,796HK$ 19,538 HK$ 21,57 HK$ 22 ,138 HK$ 14,338
L.I.B.
lst Jan.21st Dec., 2nd Jan.,10th Dec., 8th Dec.,Date of project
198519851984 19841984completion




In Table 5.2, cost items such as subcontract and travel
are not given since they were the same in all teams. In general,
no team could finish the project on time and on cost. Labor costs
were more or less the same in all teams. The chief factors that
caused the teams to run over their budgets were the penalties such
as overtime premium, L.I.B. and unapplied time. These penalties
were least in Team Four which coincidently was the only team that
did an overall rearrangement of the given project plan over the
twelve month cycles at the beginning of the game. Other teams
relied too much on the given work plan and played conservative
strategies. These results illustrates one point. If a team can
make long range planning, penalties can be reduced greatly and
the change of keeping to the budget will increase.
Another relationship observed was that: there was a trade
off between overtime premium and unapplied time. Any team with a
relatively high overtime premium had relatively low unapplied time.
All teams with high overtime premium-- namely Team One, Two and
Three could meet the deadline, although they overran their budgets.
Hence overtime is a powerful tool for handling time and cost trade
off and was the favourable technique employed by most teams. Some
teams had been using a level of effort of 1.25 continuously for
months in order to reduce the unapplied time penalty. This obviously
is a design defect and unrealistic since there is always a fatigue
factor that needs to be considered fcr continuous overtime work.
Furthermore, since there was no penalty designed to discourage the
misuse of level of effort, one team took this advantage and
reduced a certain project team member's level of effort to zero
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instead of laying off that guy. Since labor cost was designed to
charge only on the hours worked, this team saved the penalty of
L.I.B. This design weakness needs to be rectified, possibly by
enforcing a minimum and maximum level of effore on an individual
or by introducing some penalties.
It seemed that all teams put meeting time schedule as the
first priority because of the penalty of late project completion.
In fact, three of the teams finished the project ten days earlier.
This indicates that the participant seemed to have grasped the
opportunity cost concept.
One of the critical factors that affected whether a team
could meet the schedule was the project manager's awareness of
Newton Peter's vacation1 on December. This vacation caused a delay
in Task Nine but this danger could be overcomed easily if the project
managers were more careful in planning.
Overall, all the teams considered all the productivity
functions given to them in the manual before they formulated their
monthly strategies. However they seemed to have problems with two
functions: the effect of year-in-grade and computer priority. For
other functions, they were given the effects of change explicitly e.g.
they knew definitely a grade 3 is more productive than a grade 2.
But for year-in-grade, they were not given the exact relationship
between this variable and productivity and it seemed that they could
not identify this either from the results. All teams consistently
used priority 1 for all computer runs throughout the game for
I See vacation list of LIBA-SDC on p. 66
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all programming tasks. The reason they gave was the cost difference
between priorities 1, 2 and 3 were slight and they did not need to
consider too much on the cost and time trade off.
As mentioned earlier, overtime was overused by all teams
which did not plan ahead. One strategy that was seldom used by the
teams was to allocate a person on two parallel tasks. This basically
is a good strategy for allocating high grade people because they
can contribute to both teams the management factor and his own
productivity. But many teams perfered to bring in an entirely new
high grade person to speed up a task instead of transferring half
of the effort of a high grade person from a parallel task that had
been going fast. This indicates that the managerial capability of
high grade people did not get across to the participants, or the
participants were not aware of such strategy. If the latter was
the case, that means there is a need to improve the administering
of the game, especially the briefing period.
Four teams fell into the trap set up in Task Four. But after
the mid-game review, they all rectified their strategies by laying
off people. This shows an acceptance of the group factor concept.1
One team complained that they were aware of the trap beforehand,
but the reason why they did not lay off people in advance was that
they were afraid the model was not sophisticated enough to have
included this factor and so they did not take the risk of laying
off people and be penalised by L.I.B.
i For an explanation of the group factor concept, please
refer to section 4.4, item 5.
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Only two teams were not aware of the weakness of the Gantt
chart and handled Tasks Five and Six similarly to Task Two and
Three. But they noticed the defect when they saw Tasks Seven and
Eight could start automatically when only Task Six was finished but
not Task Five.
The idea that project costs may arrive late did not seem
to worry the participants at all, since they all spread the sub-
contractor's cost evenly throughout a period of several months
during their estimation and furthermore, there was no penalty to
reinforce this idea.
Throughout the decision cycles, all teams seemed to have
grasped the concept of that control is a cyclic process. They
used the performance of the previous month as standards in
establishing their current month strategies. Although they might
not be able to identify the individual factors affecting performance,
they managed to treat the whole project team as a single unit and
based their strategies on this single unit's past performance.
Generally speaking, based on the above results, the evaluator
feels that all participants did pick up a majority of the teaching
points designed in the model. Though how did the participants
attain this knowledge-- through the consulting with the administrator
from the discussion sessions or directly obtained through analysis
of the results of their strategies or an interaction of some of
these factors-- could not be identified.
Interest and involvement
Overall interest and involvement
The participants' overall interest and involvement in playing
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the model were measured by using semantic differentials (question
5 to question 8 in the interview questionaire)1 and the results are
given in Table 5.3 below:
TABLE 5.3






















Questions 1 and 2 measured the behavior of the participants
since participants were asked to rate their partners objectively.
Questions 3 and 4 measured the attitude of the participants
since these were subjective ratings.
Results on Table 5.3 indicate a favourable response to the
model in all cases (average index over 4.9).
Each team spent an average of forty five to sixty minutes




fairly high degree of involvement. If participants did not get
involved or have developed interest in the model) a strategy could
be formulated within a much shorter time.
Absenteeism during the pre-game, mid-game and post-game
sessions was nil. This can also serve an indicator of participants'
interest in the game.
Interest seemed to have sustained throughout the game,
though one team reported they tended to lose interest in one or two
occasions when they noticed that there was something wrong with the
strategy but could not identify the reasons, yet the Operation Manager
was not available for consultation. This indicates the importance
of in-game counsel on interest maintenance.
Game reviews
The attitudes towards the effects of the two reviews on
sustaining interest of the participants were measured through
question 11 on the interview questionaire. The results obtained
were given in Table 5.4.
TABLE 5.4
EFFECT OF THE MID-GAME AND POST-GAME REVIEWS
ON SUSTAINING INTEREST OF THE GAME
Average Index Comment
Mid-came Review Favourable5.2
Post-game Review 5.0 Favourable
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Memos and individual team status report
The end of task memos and monthly team status reports
were reported to be useful in sustaining the interest of the
participants throughout the game. The results of the attitude
measured using questions 9 and 28 in the interview questionaire
are given on Table 5.5•
TABLE 5.5
EFFECT OF THE END OF TASK MEMOS AND MONTHLY
TEAM STATUS REPORTS ON SUSTAINING THE
INTEREST OF THE GAME
Average Index Comment




Based on all the above quantitative indicators and
observations, the conclusion is that the participants did find
the model interesting to use and participants did get involved
in using the model.
Realism
Overall realism
The average index for participants' attitudes toward the
overall realism of the model was 5.2.1 This indicates an overall
favourable response. As aforementioned, the whole project and
and project plan were formulated based on a real world case and
1 See question 13 in Appendix VI.
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there was no question about the objective realism of this model.
But objective realism is one thing versimilitude or subjective
realism another. The purpose of designing a model as real as
possible is to stimulate participants' involvement and interest.
If the players are not subjectively concerned that the simulation
is reasonably realistic, they are apt to believe-- rightly or
wrongly-- that nothing good can come out of it. Thus there is
always a conflict between objective and subjective realism. It is
not suprising, therefore, that some model designers believe that
sometimes it may even be necessary to make certain parts of a model
intentionally unrealistic in order for the whole to see realistic
to players. In this model, it seems that both subjective and
objective overall realism are satisfied.
Detail analysis
To investigate in further detail of their attitudes toward
realism, participants were asked to rate the eighteen game
paremeters, rules and penalties given on pages 16 and 17 of the
players' manual using a 5 class Linkert Scale. These five classes
were assigned index as follows: True= 1, Probably True= 2,
Uncertain= 3, Probably False= 4 and False= 5.1 An index below
3 on each item indicates a favourable response. The results
obtained are given in Table 5.6.
1 See Appendix V'I, question 14.
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TABLE 5.6
PARTICIPANTS' ATTITUDES TOWARD REALISM
ON GAME PARAMETERS, RULES AND
PENALTIES
Game Parameters,




















The low-case Roman numberals given under this
column refer to the items given on pp. 16 and 17
in the players manual in Appendix III.
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The results show that all the responses are favourable
except item (xviii).
The index is relatively high in item (v) which concerns
the salary per month of each grade of staff. This indicates that
participants had some doubt about the realism of this item.
This is quite obvious as many of the students do not know what is
the salary scale of the CBIS labor market. It seems that the
salary of the entrance grade appeared a little bit high to some
participants. The participants may be right in this respect
because the salary scale used in this model was based on a pro-
ration of the U.S. salaries against estimate of a local standard
of living conversion factor in the absence of any definitive
information of the EDP salary in Hong Kong. A detail review of
the local salary scale of the CBIS labor market is necessary to
validate this comment.
The index of 3.0 on item (xviii), indicating the uncertainty
of participants on the rate of CPU hours, can be explained similarly.
Item (ix) is concerned with the group factor and the
index for this is also relatively high. The reason of doubt may
be that this group factor is not a generalized phenomenon, but
is particular to this model, though it is objectively realistic.
This reinforces one of the principles of model design-- The more
general the principles to be taught, the less the requirement for
realism in the background materials, the relationship and the model.
JL John G.H. Carlson and Michael J. Misshank, Introduction
to Gaming Management Decision Simulation, Widely Series in Manage-
ment and Administration (John Wiley Son, Inc., 1972) p. 12.
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Realism in this context refers to subjective realism. In order
to bring in this particular principle of diminishing return on
productivity with increased group size in a limited working space,
participants need to be convinced, until they subjectively think,
that this situation is reasonable or realistic.
Items(xi) and (xii) are concerned with the time for
acquiring a new project member and L.I.B. respectively. These two
elements are artificial penalties. It is not surprising then that
participants had doubt on these. Some participants complained that
the penalty of L.I.B. was too heavy for a marginal mistake in
strategy formulation. But this was precisely what this penalty was
for-- to reinforce the evil of misallocation of organization
resources. However, one comment of the participants was justified
on L.I.B.-- if the layoff is decided three months ahead, no
penalty should be charged and under special occasions, project
managers have the right to negotiate L.I.B. charges with the
Operation Manager.
Other Comments
There were other comments on realism of the model picked
up during the interviews. The major ones are discussed here:
1. Most of the participants thought it was unrealistic that the
model did not take care the behavourial aspects of the project
team members. They argued that productivity of a group should
depend on other factors such as motivation, leadership style
of the project manager and compatibility of team members.
These comments are only partially true in that the management
factor built in was an attempt to take care of the behavorial
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aspects of the project team though detail individual behavorial
factors have not been taken care of. But it is an inherent
defect of a digital model that complicated behavourial aspects
are difficult to be built in. Furthermore, the degree of
realism is determined by the purpose of the game. In this model,
it is not designed to teach group dynamic or organisational
behaviour but mainly project control techniques. The inclusion
and structuring process were chiefly aimed towards this end.
However, participants should be explained clearly the limitation
of a model before the game in order to make the whole exercise
sound reasonable to them.
2. It was unrealistic that there was no limit to the use of
'level of effort'.-- This has been mentioned before in previous
sections and admittedly this is a design defect.
3. There was no way to transfer people in the middle of a month--
In two parallel tasks situation, if one task finishes at the
middle of a month while the other one is still progressing
it is possible and reasonable that staff can be transferred
from the finished task to the other in order to save unapplied
time. However, the model was unrealistic in this respect.
This comment may be right. But in this model the project
manager has been described as busy a person who only has time to
receive monthly reports. It. is not unrealistic that a busy project
manager has time only to review a task monthly. It is only that
the project manager is prohibited to look at the project's progress
on a shorter time scale (less than a month) that is unrealistic.
This model, at its present stage, admittedly cannot take care of
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this respect. This defect can only conveniently be overcome by
incorporating the model in a real time system
Complexity
Input data preparation
An average index of 5.5 was obtained on participants'
attitude towards the complexity of input data preparation.1 But
this index was not referring to the original preparation of the
input format. Originally, the design was that the participants
should input their strategies on decision forms specified in the
players manual.2 However, at the first and second decision period,
most of the participants seemed to have trouble in completing the
decision forms. The game administrator then made a change in the
input format participants were advised to write down strategies
in English and submit them to the demonstrators who would then
translate them into the card input format. There was no change in
the number of variables the participant could change. Thus this
index of 5.5 was in fact a measure of the revised input preparation.
Rules and penalties
In general, participants reported it was before March (the
third decision cycle) that they were familiar with the rules and
penalties of the game. They were particularly troubled by the L.I.B.
and did not know how this penalty occurs. The major reason for this
difficult was that they did not visualise the rationale of this
peanlty because LIB, as already mentioned in Chapter 3.0, was built
I See Question 15 in Appendix VI.
2 See page 26 of Appendix III.
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in to encompus out-of-project considerations which project managers
usually overlook. Their view points are mostly oriented toward
the project, but not to the good of the whole organization. It is
the Operation Manager who really appreciates and understand L.I.B.
However, the game administrator who also plays the role of the
Operation Manager in the game should make sure the participants really
accept these ideas as reasonable before the game starts.
The structural and causal relationship of variables
Difficulties in arriving a strategy can be a reflection of
difficulties in analysing and identifying the structural and causal
relationship of the variables/parameters in the model. There is
always a trade off between simplicity of these relationship and
the realism of the model. Usually the higher degree of realism
built in, the more complex will these causal relations be, but a
model that is too complex does not permit the identification of the
underlying structural and causal relationship between the variables.
Hence the effects on changes in strategy cannot be determined.
As a result, the learning experience is sublimated into trying to
understand, play and administer a complex game.
In this model, there were signs that simplicity had been
tradedoff for realism. Many participants, commented they could not
isolate the winner or losers in their project team though the
gross change in work done (represented by% of task completion) was
sensitive to changes in strategies but they could not identify
which of the variables changed in the strategy had caused that
effect. For example: in one strategy, participants added a person
onto the team and an increase in percentage of completion resulted.
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But the participant could not identify whether this increase was due
to the improvement of the group factor, or the grade of the person
added, or his years in-grade. Although they knew all these had
effects (because they were told so) they could not identify these
relationship from just analysing the results not to mention to pick
out which one among these factors was the best choice. What
participants felt sure was that if they increased or decreased the
level of effort of the whole team by a certain percentage while
leaving other factors unchanged, they could identify the proportion
of percentage of completion changed. This explained why there was
an over-use of the level of effort in strategy formulation mentioned
earlier. One team was so frustrated that the team members concluded
that not all the productivity factors given in the manual were built
into the model and some of the productivity factors, for example:
years-in-grade really had no effect.
These findings indicate two things: either there are too many
productivity functions included or the causal relationship between
productivity and resources are not sensitive enough. The evaluator
does not like to suggest a reduction of the number of productivity
functions included at this momment since it would directly affect the
teaching objective which is the chief reason for designing this model.
What ought to be done first is to take a hard look on each of the
productivity functions and see whether the sensitivity of the causal
relationship between productivity and the resources can be improved.
Length of the game
This model is designed to be used in a period of two weeks.
In the trial game, it took two weeks and three days before the whole
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game was over. This slippage in schedule was mainly caused by
delays in the turnaround of the strategy processing because of
troubles in the computer terminal. The participants reported an
average index of 3.4 unfavorable response towards the length of
time for the game play.1 But under normal trunaround, a game period
of two week will just be right.
Eighty percent of the participants reported they did not
feel there was any time during the game that they were only
repeating what they did in the previous cycles and learning nothing
new. The rest 20 percent reported that they became bored on the
final task near the end of the game.2 This implies that the present
task structure in the project is just right to fit in with the
two week game period.
Game scheduling and administering
The game schedule
All the participants were satisfied with the present
schedule provided there was no delay in the turnaround. They all
agreed the two reviews were scheduled at the right time during the
game to cope with their learning process.
Briefing and reviews
With regard to the pre-game briefing, some participants
pointed out the briefing was not clear enough and they had
misinterpreted the rules and-penalties. Some participants complained
that the rules were not consistent with those given in the manual
I See question 17 in Appendix VI.
2 See question 18 in Appendix VI.
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(This was true. During the game, the game administrator had to
impose a temporary rule: that no level of effort could be reduced
to zero in order to stop participants from beating the model.1
And that the penalty of L.I.B. was modified due to frequent request
from students.) These changes were unavoidable in any trial game
but in normal game play, of course it is not advisable to make any
in-game changes on rules and penalties.
Game counsel
Majority of the participants indicated it was essential
to seek advice from the Operation Manager for effectively game play.
A favorable average index of 6.4 was obtained on this respect.2 But
two teams complained that the Operation Manager was not always
available for consultation. The consequence of this was that they
had to submit wrong strategy in order to meet the input schedule
and hence got poor results.
Team organization
All participants reported favourable towards the present
team organization they claimed that they did learn from their




Thirty percent of the participants reported that the
information given on the three monthly management reports were not
1 See section 5.3.
2 See Appendix VII, question 20.
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enough for formulating next month's strategy. What they wanted in
addition were weekly or biweekly accounting report and task status
report. This was not surprising because in the real world all
project managers would like to have cost information on a day to day
basis, but this was not possible. In fact one of the teaching
points built in the model was to illustrate that project cost may
arrive late even in a monthly accounting cycle. However, biweekly
task status report without detail accounting data can be made
available in the real world. But this is usually an informal one
such as by asking the team members on the progress of their work.
The end of task memos were designed to substain interest
of the participants and serve an information channel to report to
the project managers some situational problem of the tasks and the
project team. But participants reported unfavorably towards the
usefulness of this piece of information on decision making and an
average index of 3.9 was obtained on this aspect.l Participants
commented that memos of this sort should be given more often during
the progress of the task instead of at the end of the task when the
information became practically of no value for decision making since
the task was already over.
Project plan
Seventy percent of the participants did not like the idea
of being given a work plan to start with although they understood
that they did need this given work plan as an initial standard for
project control. It seems that their reluctance to accept a given
I See question 28(b) in Appendix VI.
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project plan arose from some behavorial factor. Participants did
not like the idea of seeing their own initiatives suppressed and
preferred to have control over their own destinies from the very
beginning. but this antagonism was not extremely strong as far as
the evaluator could preceive since they were given reasonable control
over their destinies after the game initiation. But a bit of selling
seems to be needed at the briefing session to reduce this antogonism
to the lowest level.
Degree of uncertainty
Participants reported that they preceived an average of
30 to 35 percent of uncertainty in each strategy formulation. There
were two causes for these uncertanties:
1. The environment parameters that were deliberately
built in such as sickness and vacation.
2. Participants' inability to identify the casual effects
of individual productivity functions.
A 30 to 35 percent of uncertainty appears to be a little too
high in a normal CBIS project management environment. This relatively
high degree of uncertainty may be primarily due to the latter factor
which the project manager can put under his control in the real
world.
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
b.l general Conclusion
Based on the results and analysis given in Chapter 5.0, it
is felt that the model at present has met the teaching objective
and the major design criteria set forth before the design process.
However, the model will probably need to be modified continually in
some detail for better adaptation to the environment and the
teaching goals of the MBA program at the Lingnan Institute of
Business Administration. This chapter attempts to summarize some
recommendations for the future users of this model.
6.2 The Game Administration
The schedule of the trial game in general is satisfactory
for any formal game play provided a minimum of two turnarounds per
day can be secured during the two week game period.
Attention should be paid in the discussion sessions. The
clarity of the instruction, the briefing and debriefing at the
conclusion govern the success of the game.
In the briefing session, the game administrator should
explain clearly the rules and penalties, any artificial elements or
any special areas that may be unfamiliar to the participants. The
reasons for penalties such as L.I.B., unapplied time and delay for
getting new team members should be explained to the participants
until they are convinced that these elements do make sense, though
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they are not necessarily realistic.
Another task rests on the administrator in using the model
is to encourage students to make long range project plan. In the
trial game it was observed that participants tended to play
conservative strategies and give attention to short term costs and
schedule. Overall participants did not like to venture in making
long range plans for changes, though they might have detected
weaknesses in the given project plan at the start of the game. It
is the administrator's job to encourage participants to make
changes in the work plan if they think they have sufficient reasons
to do so. Administrators may need to give repeated warnings at the
briefing session on the possibilities of errors in the project plan.
Participants should be assured that to start with a given work plan
does not mean letting others to guide their own destinies but is
merely a necessary way to start off the game. To sum up, how well
do the participants accept the model at the start determines the
success of the game, and it is the administrators' duty to secure
participants' acceptance of the model before they take up the role
of project managers.
It is necessary in most decision games to have some
individuals to whom the participants can turn to when they have
made some errors, misinterpreted some of the rules or when a data
processing error has occured in the simulation process. In this
game, the administrator should also serve as the rule arbiter. As
already revealed in the analysis, the administrator needs to be
frequently available to participants for consulting. Possibly a
fixed time table for consultation, consistent with strategy input
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schedule, may be needed.
6.3 Design Defects
The evaluator perceives that several design defects
discovered in the evaluation should be attended to. It is
recommended these defects should be divided into two priority classes:
Priority Class One-- for design defects that definitely
need rectifying before the next use.
Priority Class Two-- for defects whose need for rectification
is left to the discretion of the
administrator.
Priority Class One
1. Under this category, the most important defect that needs
to be changed is the sensitivity of the productivity and resource
causal relationship. Although participants in the trial game did
learn these relationship, it is believed that they got them through
memory learning. This violates the principles of using simulation
model as a teaching tool-- the spirit of experimentation. As pointed
out earlier, excluding some of the variables which are already
structured in the model is not advisable, since all these variables
are felt to be essential. The remedy remaining is to take a hard
look at individual productivity functions, re-adjusting each so that
a change in the values of the independent variables can lead to a
more detectable change in productivity. Finally the aggregate effect
of all productivity functions needs to be tested out to enable
students to identify the underlying causal relationships. Without a
grasp of these relationships, participants will find it difficult to
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make decision on any cost and time trade off and the whole exercise
may turn into a gressing game. However, it should be borne in
mind that an amplification of these productivity functions may
consequently lead to a decrease in realism. The equilibrium point
of the trade off can only be established through successive
modifications and evaluations.
2. Some rules and penalties need to be re-specified.
a. L.I.B. should not be charged to teams if the lay off is planned
three months ahead this encourages participants to make long
range project planning.
b. The level of effort assigned to team members in the project
should be given both an upper and lower limit. How these levels
of limits should be set should not depend on real world
situations alone, but also should be adjusted to a level that
the participants feel they make sense. Prolonged use of overtime
is unrealistic and should be penalized. One penalty may be the
introduction of a fatigue factor into the model. If certain
project personnel work overtime continuously over a certain
length of time,* fat igue will set in and productivity falls. But
introducing a new variable means to increase the complexity of
the model, though this new variable will definitely make the
model more realistic. Again this depends on the trade off
between realism, complexity and playability. What the evaluator
prefers is an artificial penalty in terms of artificial reduction
in dollars, or work-done should be used at the present stage,
accompanied by some comment statements appearing in the reports
to tell participants the reason for that penalty. In fact this
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idea can be extended to all artificial penalties such as L.I.B.
To implement this idea, a new teacher's input field should be
introduced allowing editing of individual expenditures. This
would require the computer program to be modified slightly.
The use of this teacher's input field can be extended to serve
as a communication channel from the operation manager to the
project managers by allowing him to deal with these comments fields.
3. From the experience gained in the trial game, it seems
that it is better for the participants to submit their strategies in
English. The demonstrators then can translate them into the input
format. This change has two distinct advantages:
a. It will make the participants think less of the digital
processing model.
b. It is more flexible for participants to express their decisions.
Priority Class Two
1. Additional biweekly status report with no cost items
should be made available to the participants if they do request,
though this does not really solve the problem of improving the ability
of the project manager to draw information on the task status at his
will. The real solution would be a real-time system allowing inquiry
at any time. But the cost and the complexity involved in setting up
such a system just for the sake of this particular game probably will
exceed what this game is felt' to be worth. So this biweekly status
report only tries to make the participants accept the model more if
they really feel this piece of information is necessary for their
decision making and subsequently they will learn more. But one thing
that has to be borne in mind is that the generation of additional
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biweekly reports will lead to a doubling of the present frequency of
decision input. If special arrangement can be made with the computer
terminal personnel during the game period, maybe the game administrator
would like to give it a try.
2. The frequency of the memos sent from the task leaders to
the project manager giving qualitative information on their task
teams may be increased. This extra piece of information may facilitate
the learning process especially on Task Four. But this means the game
administrator has to analyse each team's monthly task strategy and
reports before he can decide what kind of information should be given
to the project manager. This no doubt is a good instruction method
if the game administrator can spare the time,
3. In the trial game, no cost estimate figure was entered
and printed out on the reports. Through observation of the trial
game, most teams did develop some estimates at the beginning of the
game. It probably will not take any extra effort for t the students
to submit their monthly estimates so that these estimates can be
made to appear on the reports. This compulsory input of cost
estimates may hopefully make the project managers more careful in
their cost estimations.
4. The Hong Kong EDP Salary Survey released by the EDP
Club of the Hong Kong Management Association in September, 1975 shows
that there is a discrepancy between the local salary scale of CBIS
practitioners and that was designed in the model. Based on the
findings of this survey, it is suggested that the salary scale used
in the model should be modified. The following average figures which
are calculated based on the findings of this survey are more realistic:
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A change in the salary scale used in the model necessitates
a subsequent change in all the budgeted figures in the work plan
which involves labor cost. Hence all these bugeted dollars should
also be adjusted accordingly.
6.4 Final Remarks
As explained earlier, the meeting of the teaching objective
is non-conclusive since no objective data based on scientific
experiment are available. In fact, evaluating the effectiveness of
a teaching tool such as a simulation model is difficult to be
scientific since it is difficult, if not impossible, to define the
meaning of learning and no true before and after experiment with
control group has ever been set up by any decision game evaluator.
Hence interpretation of any results on measuring the effectiveness
of a simulation model as a teaching tool has to rely on subjective
judgment more or less. Subjectively, the author feels the present
model is working satisfactorily as far as the teaching objective is
concerned..irther evaluation on this aspect is needed if any
future user of this model demands more objective empiracal data.
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There are objective data to back up the evaluator's
conclusion that this model has met the design criteria of realism,
interest and involvement and the ease of data preparation for
input. The specified game period of two weeks has also been
accomplished. However, the balance between complexity and
playability of the model is not exactly satisfactory. The model
appears to be playable but the causal relationships built-in seem to
be too complex. Again this is a subjective judgment and further
evaluation on this aspect is needed. Any future user of this model
is advised to consider modifying the model according to the
recommendations outlined earlier, especially those listed in priority
one class.
Finally, the results of this evaluation are valid only under
this particular trial game set up and in that particular environment
the trial game was conducted. No generalization on these results
is attempted. Any future adoption of the model in teaching project
management should take into the account of changes in learning
environment, backgrounds of the participants and other factors so as
to make relevant adaptation that the user feels to be necessary








L I B A S Y S T E M D E V E L 0 P M E N T C O R P O R A T I O N
MEMO No. 1
TO: Kwok Man Fai
FROM: Operations Manager DATE: 1st March 1983
SUBJECT: Regional Management Information System
As you know I've been considering setting up a region wide MIS for-the
whole Corporation. I envision the center of the system being here in
Hongkong with our local processor dealing with our own needs plus
communicating with our five regions in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok,
Tai Pei and Seoul. Each of the regions would of course keep its own
local processing center and only communicate to us the necessary
aggregate and statistical data we need. They in turn would of course
be able to use our corporate files.
I am thinking in terms of a two to three year project and don't want
to commit to the whole thing at this time. Could you think through
the first year assuming we reach the point of having a detailed design
prepared for the system at that stage. Also I'd like to see the
operating software completed and tested by that time. I see it as
needing a specialised DBMS and Communication package custom built by us.
This would leave us to concentrate on implementing the user part in
phase two and in fact would let me stall the project if it was advantageous
to do so. In your preliminary thinking put me a checkpoint review after
the first five months to allow me to kill the whole thing if it is
turning out to be useless.
Let me have your ball part estimates of resources showing your thinking
in a memo by the 12th and bring it to my office at 10:00 a.m. that day.
I'll want to talk the project through with you so think through what
tasks there will be and our objective will be to have roughed out the
phase one plan before lunch time. I'll then expect you to detail it
for me during the following month.
By the way I'll also take the opportunity to discuss with you the opening
of a sales office in San Francisco after our session if you'd be so kind
as to join me for lunch.
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L I B A S Y S T E M D E V E L 0 P M E N T C O R P O R A T I O N
DATE: 12th March 1983MEMO, 0.2
TO: Operations Manager
FROM: Kwok Man Fai
SUBJECT: Estimating Notes for Regional MIS Project
Start--up_Tasks: Experience has shown that a preliminary task to
finalise the work plan and staffing and prepare a team briefing,
workplace, travel arrangements and initial interviews pays dividends
in not having the team hang around trying to get started. The time
spent on this preliminary task would seem to be a function of project
size as it varies with the number of people on the job, number of
tasks, number of documents produced and number of interviews. Based
on previous jobs I suggest:
Project Size Allow
Up to $500 000 Two weeks of project manager
$500 000 to $1 000 000 Two weeks of project manager and
second in command.
'l million to $2 million One month of project manager
and two weeks each of all
major task leaders.
Anything larger must be estimated carefully on a case by case
basis.
For projects which are fundamentally different from anything done
previously there must be a careful separate estimate.
For all start up efforts add two weeks of dead time at the beginning
as we always seem to lose two weeks.
Survey Tasks: LIBA- SDC methods standards require all analytical
interviews to use two people. The interview technique and pre-
preparation of materials, debriefing of interviews, recording of
interviews analysis and documentation are spelled out fairly clearly
in the standards which are quite rigorously enforced. It is fair to
assume then that survey tasks can be estimated as functions of the
number of interviews for similar complexity and nature of jobs.
The following is a history of the three most recent jobs similar to
this job:
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Title Interviews How staffed
Automation of Hongkong
Judiciary Svgtem 28 2 people, 2 months
The Pertomina Production and
Distribution System 147 people, b months
Hongkong and Singapore Bank
Teller System 12 2 people. 1 month
From this I will use 3 man-days oer interview.
Regional Survey: There are approximately 100 people in each
regional office. Assume that 15 have to be interviewed with 5 of
them re-interviewed in detail i.e. 20 per site. There are 5 regional
offices hence a total of 100 interviews taking 300 man-days.
Headquarters: Headquarters has 10 senior managers and 25
section heads each of which should be seen twice making a total of
60 interviews i.e. 180 man-days.
The effort required for the Data Base Management System and
Communications package is totally new to us but literature has
indicated that 2 man-years is not uncommon. Hence put one quarter
in analysis, one quarter in design leaving an effort of one man
year in the programming. Hence allow about 125 man-days in this
task.
Preliminary Desk: This is the first time LIBA- SDC has had to
design a distributed system like this. I feel that most of the
team will have the design in their heads by the time they finish
the requirements specification, hence a collective months session
to get it all down on paper and present it to management should be
ample.
Detailed D esign Tasks: Experience of the above three systems showed
that we seem to spend as long on the detailed design as we do on the
requirements specification.
Headquarters: Hence use the same people for the same estimated
man-days. In addition, this job requires a lot of-detailed costing
data to be prepared for the phase two plan. Hence I'm adding two
juniors, to .this task to work through all the costing data for the
whole system. We have never had to do a systems in two phases before
so this is the best I can estimate it.
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Regions: Put the same people for the same level of effort as
the analysis task. In addition put a senior programmer on for a week
to assure the program specification of the DBMS and Communications
system is up to standard. He will also prepare the test data and
any JCL needed especially for the development of this software
before the programming begins.
Programming Task: In accordance with above allow 250 rnan-days o
Implementation Plan: The project team member who is number two on
the first phase should be planned as project manager for the second.
As this plan is essentially his phase two project plan let him work
about half time on it supported by one of the team who has been on
the project the whole time. Hence allow one person for 10 man-days
and one for 20 man-days.
Final Report Preparation: Since this is done by a sub-contractor all
that is needed is a little management time. Let this be about half
time say 10 man days. Judging by our previous systems and a assuming
that for systems of similar complexity the design specs will be
proportionally sized this final report should be about 1500 pages.
Miscellaneous Notes: The following are some of my thoughts on other
Travel: In accordance with Corporate policy I have planned
on $100 per day for hotel and $75 per diem. Thus for a four night
five day week I will use $775 plus air fare. 1,Vith 20 interviews a
site at say a rate of two per day I plan to have the team on each site
for two weeks returning to Hongkong at the end of each separate week.
This way they can break a week here and.there in Hongkong to debrief
and document the interviews. This means 20 man-trips in total.
uomp: We should continue to base our computer estimates
on programmer time until we come up with something better.
Documentation: It is still cheaper to buy out the editing,
printing and binding services than do it ourselves. I recommend we
reexamine this though next year as our volume may be large enough
to warrant doing it in house. In general we get charged a fixed
fee per page for the full service.
resource estimates.
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L I B A SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT C 0 R P 0 R A T 1 0 N
DATE: 22nd Nov. 1983MEMO IN 0, 3
TO: Project Manager- Regional MIS- XDC/83,071
FROM: Operations Manager
I've given you the work plan for the above project which was prepared
by Kwok Man Fai. I was fairly comfortable with it when he prepared
it back in April but would like you to review it carefully in order to:
1) understand it in its entirety- prepare your comments
and criticisms for discussion with me.
2) he never worked out the monthly costs- please do
so and enter them on the plan together with the
aggregate monthly costs.
Please be in my office at 10:00 on December 1st to go over the abovE




END OF TASKS MEMOS
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L 1 3 A
S Y S T E M D E V E L O P M E N T C O R P O R A T I O N
M:o
TU: xegional M16 Yroect manager
FROM: Tam S iu Hung
SUBJECT Pro iect XDC/83.071 Task Report: Task One
Because of our anticipation of starting this project and the
excellently comprehensive work plan we were able to get a quick
start on the project. In my opinion we should do this every time
as I've seen weeks wasted in the past just in' getting a project
started.
We now have the team on board and briefed and are ready to go on
the next tasks. The team have all indicated that they are excited
to be on this project due to its fundamental importance to the
Corporation. Enthusiasm is high and the good kick-off bodes well




TO: Regional MIS Project Manager
FROM: Newton
SUBJECT: Project XDC83.071 Task Report: Task 1,10
Task Two was a bitchI The plan totally underestimated how
unprepared our regional offices were to work with us. Each
visit seemed to begin with a whole lot of wheel spinning while
we sat around the hotel or the local office trying to set up
meetings with the right people. We'd almost have done better
to send an advance man. Kuala Lumpur was a catastrophe.
The regional manager was at a conference in Melbourne, Australia
and his second in command seemed reluctant to make any kind of
decisions. This meant our analysis at base showed more holes
than information so I sent Kim Jo and Ban Yan back to do some
further work. This blew our budget on both time and travel.
In addition the airlines had put up the fares since we planned this
whole thing and the travel budget came to over HKS51 000 instead
of the HK3V? 000 or so we'd planned.
The only saving grace is that I feel we eventually did the job
properly and we do have a good requirements analysis though
I suspect we'll get little feed back from the regional people when
we eventually put the system in.
L I B A
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
MEMO
TO: Regional MIS Project Manager
vrom? Tain Siu Huns
SUBJECT: Proiect XDC8.071 Task Keoort: Task Three
Task Three turned out to be a lot simpler than we'd expected.
The fact that we'd talked this project over with so many people
over the last couple of years meant that all the people we
interviewed were readyf willing and able to help. In particular
John Chan in our Minicomputer Systems Department contributed
a well thought out analysis of his future MIS needs that saved
us a lot of digging- we should try and steal him from them I
Morale is high and the team is getting technically excited




TO: Regional MIS Project Manager
FROM:Tam Siu HunS
SUBJECT: Project XDC83.071 Task Report: Task Four
What a disaster 1 Who said checkpoint reviews were a good
idea. The need to have a definite gonogo at the end of this task
was like applying a brake even though we've got the go ahead now.
All those team members with nothing to dot You only left me two
choices- either let them talk themselves to death and kill
productivity or lay them off the project for a while. We must
never do this again. Still I've sounded off enough in your office
already so no need to go over it yet once more.
On top of everything dragging all the fragmented ideas and pieces
of requirements into a coordinated preliminary design proved
to be a bigger task than I suspected. Frankly I ended up getting
Pete on one side and the pair of us put the framework together.
L I 3 A
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
MEMO
TO: Regional MIS Project Manager
FROM:Pete Newton
SUBJECT: Project XDC830?1 Task Report: Task Five
I'm glad we took -some trouble with the requirements specification
of the regions as the detailing of the design was not an easy
task I think in general on this project we underestimated
the difficulty of pulling together these very different and
autonomous entities in the regions Still, we had never done
anything quite like this before so I'm not too discouraged.
I'm still not happy with the level of detail that has gone into
the spec, and advise you you should estimate accordingly in the
second phase. I would like to have put another man month into
it but followed your advice on trying to keep within the task
budget.
T. T ft A
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT OORPORATTOr
MEMO
TO: Regional MIS Project Manager
FROM: Tam Siu Hum
SUBJECT: Project XDC33.071 Task Report: Task Six
This task was not more difficult than anticipated but somehow
getting a design put to bed always seems like a never ending
job. Maybe I overpolished the spec for the DBMS and Communication
Package but this caution comes from my natural respect for technical
areas. Dai Bik Kun tells me I am being an old woman and that
it isn't as hard as I think. If he's right then we should reap
the benefits of my caution in task seven. Frankly these programming
types frighten me- I've seen too many of them racing through the
spec to start debugging as soon as possible when an ounce of thought
could have reduced the debufftrincr bv a round of effort.
I've enjoyed the project and am sorry to leave it now though its
wrap up is fine in Pete's hands. I'm off to Istanbul next month
with our Security Systems Division to engineer the software
on their project there.
P.S. Cable and Wireless did a good job for us on costing out
the alternative configurations. They called me to say their bil]
would be a little high- around $6500- it was a TM contract
60 we have no comeback. I personally feel they were worth it.
They warned me their billing department is not too smart so




TO: Regional MIS Project Manager
FPOM' un
SUBJECT: Project XDC83.O71 Task Report: Task 3even
After the specification we produced for this segment we
could do little else than complete this task with less than
the required effort.
I learned something from Tarn Siu Hung on this and will do
it this way again rather than sorting out the bugs as we go along.
L I 3 A
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
MEMO
TO: Regional MIS Project Manager
FROM: Pete Newton
SUBJECT: Project jCDC33.0?1 Task Report: Task Eight
I unashamedly skimped on this task as I feel quite honestly
we will have at least a six month hiatus before we get into





TO: Regional MIS Project Manager
FROM: Pete Newton
SUBJECT: Project XDC33.071 Task Report: Task Nine
Well it?s over. I consider the final documentation to be excellent.
3111 Wallace called to give me the final bill amount on the editing
printing and binding® He says it came to 35UI I bitched
and moaned as usual but he told me our page estimate was out as
usual!II He also reminded me that getting stuff to him on schedule
with reasonable lead-time demands lets his guys spend weekends at
home like regular people and keeps the cost per page down. Same
old Bill- but same good quality® I suspect his bill might come in




One of the most important skills to be developed by practi¬
tioners of the arts of information systems is the ability to manage
an information systems project. Though the principles of this may
be taught there is no substitute for direct experience of managing
projects as the number of variables in a project are manifold and
complex. Because of this and because of the difficulty of providing
live meaningful projects for you to manage we have developed a com¬
puter based simulation of a fairly typical project to develop an
information system. The model is sufficiently sophisticated to
exercise you through many of the unstructured situations of real
projects. However, we have avoided being overly clever to the ex¬
tent of hiding the principles under too complex an environment. Con¬
sequently, we have concentrated mainly on the human element in
simulating the resources applied to the project and allow you only tc
make decisions concerning the allocation of staff members to the pro¬
ject tasks. Other resources such as computer time, subcontractor
efforts, materials and supplies and miscellaneous items such as
travel, we treat as dependent variables. This (with the exception
of subcontractor efforts) is not too far from a first approximation
to the real world environment: we certainly feel it is sufficiently
true to give you a feeling for real world project management.
This document describes the planned project which you have
been tasked with managing. The project plan was prepared by your
predecessor who has left the Colony and returned to the USA. As a
busy manager of some seven or so projects in addition to your con¬
sulting activities you will only receive monthly reports on the pro¬
ject and not have time to talk directly with the project personnel.
Based upon these reports you vill make your decisions concerning
reallocation of resources should you wish to change the project plan.
The decisions you can make are:
1) to add or delete people from tasks
2) to change the level of effort of people on taske
3) to determine the priority for computer runs.
This document contains:
1) the project plan
2) environment description
3) instructions for making changes.
This exercise will have been preceded by classes in which we
have discussed the nature of projects and the preparation of project
plans. You should begin by thoroughly digesting all of the attached
Notet this is admittedly unrealistic but is a restriction of the
model at the moment.
material including running through some of the calculations and estimates
in the project budget with a calculator until you fully understand the
project and have some grasp of the environment, the performance standards
which were applied, and the costing structure in preparing the piano
APPENDIX I
LIBA- SDC PROJECT PLAN
Number: XDC83.O7I
Project: To Develop A Regional Management Information
System- Phase One0
The Project:
The project under consideration is one of several being under¬
taken by the LIBA System Development Corporation. This particular pro¬
ject is to plan and design a regional information system for the Cor¬
poration providing local offices in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok,
Tai Pei, and Seoul with local management information processing while
providing aggregated information to the regional headquarters in Hong
Kong. Each regional office currently has some form of system but these
vary considerably in content and process and are based on different
computing machines e.g. the Seoul office uses an IBM System 3 automating
essentially the manual system dating back to 1953 whereas the Singapore
office installed the Hongkong management system developed in 1964 on a
local service bureau, CPS Data Processing Ltd..
This project had been conceived in two phases: the first phase
of 12 months concentrates on a detailed survey of the current status
and the overall requirements resulting in a detailed design and imple¬
mentation plan for the system. In addition in this first phase it is
expected that all general purpose system software such as the communi¬
cation or data base management software (DBMS) will be programmed and
tested for installation in the second phase. The second phase, which
we are not concerned with at this time, will be accomplished in the
second year and will encompass the actual implementation of the total
system at the regional offices and headquarters.
The first years project has been planned in a series of nine








Survey of the Headquarters Status and Requirements




Design the Regional Office Systems
Design The Head Quarters System Including the




Program and Test the Communications and DBMS
Develop the Detailed Implementation Plan for the
Whole System
Task Nine Prepare All Final Documentation for Review and
Approval
The Tasks are shown in Figure 1.1 and the following sections contain
brief task descriptions.
Figure 1.1 LIBA-SDC Project Plan: Project to Develop the Regional Management Information System- Phase One
Task Name
Task 1: Detailed Pro¬
ject Planning
Task 2: Survey Region¬
al Offices




Task 3- Detailed De¬
sign Regional Offices
Task 6: Detailed De¬
sign Headquarters
Task 7: Program and Test
Communications and DBMS
Task 8: Develop Imple¬
mentation Plan
Task 9' Final Reports
1 2 3 k 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12








are to be inferred as the
obvious except that tasks




Task One- Detailed Project Planning!
This task, which initiates the project will consist of a review
of this project plan by the senior members of the project team. The
staffing will be finalized .and interview lists, interview arrangements
and travel arrangements will be made as necessary. The project budget
will be reviewed and the ammended budget submitted for management appro¬
val. Documentation and reporting standards will be defined and a
project briefing prepared for the main project team. This briefing will
be given and the complete team will begin on the project. This task is
expected to take four weeks and will terminate with the whole team
installed in the project offices and ready to begin work.
Task Two- Survey Regional Officess
The task team responsible for specializing in the needs of the
regional offices will visit each office in turn to examine and collect
documentation of present systems and requirements. Interviews will
proceed from the Regional Director in each case downwards thru the
organizational hierarchy touching on all relevant staff and activities.
At the end of each trip, lasting approximately one week, the team will
return to Hongkong to document and begin preliminary analysis of that
regional office before moving to the next. The total visits are ex¬
pected to be accomplished serially in ten weeks by a team of four
people. The final two weeks will be spent in documenting in working
paper form the status and requirements of the offices.
Task Three- Survey Headquarters:
At the same time as the regional team is surveying the regional
offices the headquarters team will be accomplishing a similar top-down
analysis of the headquarters function. In addition to this team of two
people a communications and database management group will specialise
in the status and requirements of these subsystems. The headquarters
team will also document their analysis in working paper form to be
completed by the end of the fourth month.
Task Four- Preliminary Design:
Upon satisfactory completion of all working papers of Tasks
Two and Three the development of a preliminary design will be accom¬
plished jointly by the teams. This will be in sufficient detail to
allow a clear understanding of the issues involved during the review
of this design by LIBA-SDC technical management. It is envisaged that
the Preliminary Design will be formally documented in typewritten form




the communications and data base management systems
This task is expected to be completed by the end of the fifth month
assuming a one week review and approval cycle of the LIBA-SDC manage¬
ment.
Task Five- Detailed Design of Regional Systems:
Subject to approval of the preliminary design, work will pro¬
ceed with an augmented team on the development of a detailed design
specification for each of the five regional office systems. This will
include program specifications, equipment specifications, and all pro-
ceedures necessary to install and operate the system. These will be
documented in draft form according to LIBA-SDC standards and will re¬
quire approval by the project manager before being considered complete.
Task Six- Detailed Design of Headquarters
In parallel with the above task the headquarters team augmented
by additional design and program staff will detail the design of the
headquarters component of the system. This is subject to the same
approvals and conditions as the previous task.
Task Seven- Program and Test Communications and DBMS
Upon approval of the specification of these parts of the head¬
quarters system programming and testing will begin. This is expected
to begin in the 9th month and be completed by the end of the 11th. All
programs must be tested and documented according to department standards
and be signed off by the project leader.
Task Eight- Develop Phase Two Implementation Plan
After approval of all design specifications in draft form most
of the team will leave the project and the senior core will prepare
the detailed implementation and budget plan for phase two of the pro¬
ject.
Task Nine- Final Reports:
The draft approved design specifications of Tasks Five and
Six, the implementation plan of Task Eight and the program maintenance
documentation of Task Seven, will all be edited, typed, duplicated
in 12 copies, bound and submitted for management approval and team
use in phase two. This task will take one month and has to be completed
by the end of the 12th month.
Project Organization and Staffing
The project organization as it is proposed is shown in Figure
1.2. The individual participation of each member is given in Figure 1.3
assuming 172 hours represent an average man-month. This average of
172 hrs includes normal allowance for sickness, vacation and public
holidays.
Cost Estimates
The cost estimates for the labor portion of the project are
detailed in Figure I.and reflect the staffing and organization plan.
It should be noted that LIBA-SDC applies an overhead burden of 83% tc
all labor direct costs to account for such items as: the project
managers salary, the facility, stationery, secretarial support, and
average vacation, sickness and public holidays. Charges are accumu¬
lated only for hours worked.
The estimate for computer time is based on the charge back
from the LIBA-SDC Computer Operations Department of HK$300 for every
cpu hour. The machine is a purchased IBM 3030 running under DOS.
For normal project estimating one hour of computer time is estimated
for every man-day of programmer time. This is known to be inaccurate
but is generally used for a first cut estimate.
Figure 1.5 shows the project estimated budget breakdown total¬
ling HK$886 500. In response to this estimate LIBA-SDC management
has approved a total budget of HKS89O 000 for the project to be com¬
pleted by the end of the 12 month period. The penalty for late com¬
pletion in terms of last opportunity has been estimated at $65 000
per month.








31. Newton Peter16. Tarp Siu Hung
REGIONAL TEAMCOMMUNICATIONSHEADQUART ERS
03. Go Kim JoDBMS TEAMmjT] M
26. Xa HuLEADER40. Czechowitz S.
34. Kwoo Ban Yan23. Dai Bik Kun29. Kwan Chiu Kuen
12. Ng Pang Kee17. Fai Yip Kam
21. Un Ki Lim
30. Chan Chung Chi
COMMUNICATIONS
DBMS TEAM
27. Choi Ling Yuk
04. Wah Fung Hong
35. Fung Fung Ting
22. Quan Yu Che
38. Lau Yim Kwan
















Task Five: Detailed Design
Regional

















































































































































































































































Figure 1.3: Planned Hours By Task For Each Team Member
Assuming 172 Hrs Available Per Month
172 172
516 516 516 516 516
516 516 516 516 516
172 172 172 172 172 172 172 172 172 172
516 516 516 516 516 516 516
516 516 516 516 516 516 172




























































































































































Figure I.5 Cost Estimate For The Project Budget
Labor
See Figure I0k for details $721 100
206- programmer hours using 1 cpu hour per 8hrs
worked= 258 cpu hrs@ $300 per hr $ 77 00
Materials and Subcontracts
For Task Six: Fee to Gable and Wireless
to cost out alternative communication
networks $ 3 000
For Task Nine: Fee for Wallace Printing
Company to edit, type, repro and bind
approx, 1300 pages@ $23 per page $ 37 300
Travel and Miscellaneous
Trips to regions estimated at $773 per week
plus average airfare of $1500„ 20 man-
trips% $2273 $ 3 500
Total $886 300









i) There are five grades of staff, code numbered 3 thru 7






junior staff just out of high school or
some may have matriculated.
either staff who have just graduated
from University with a Bachelors degree
or Grade 3's who have worked for some
three years.
staff who have proven capable of handling
individual tasks with a minimum of direction.
May be entry level graduates with Masters
degrees but most often have risen thru the
ranks with 3 yrs in grade k or hired from
outside with equivalent qualifications.
senior staff capable of handling a small
group working on a larger task with minimal
direction within a task budget and schedule.
the most capable of the Corporations senior
staff who will frequently manage projects
of their own and are capable of handling
complex technical and management situations
on both a group and individual basis.
ii) Within grades there are two specialities: programmer or
analyst. Junior grade programmers are little more than coders.
Senior grade programmers are essentially designers and program¬
mers of complex software additionally able to manage lower grade
programmers in achieving tasks.
iii) The most productive analysts are the senior analysts due
to their ability to function well in the most unstructured situa¬
tions. Junior analysts are not very productive and in fact their
grades exist mainly as career paths to the more senior grades.
However their reduced salary levels allows sensible use of them
as a project resource. Although the most senior level is the
most productive it is also the most expensive. The nature of
these able, aggressive individuals means that they tend to get
involved in many activities outside of projects mainly in the
area of corporate planning or project trouble shooting.
The middle range of programmers is the most productive
due to the nature of complexity of software attacked by the
most senior grades. However, the middle range cannot be
solely used on complex software. As with analysts the pro¬
ductivity of the most junior grades is not high and they are
paid commensurately less.
The mid-level salary per month for each grade is as
follows:
All charges are accumulated on these averages rather than on
actual salaries of individuals.
The productivity of individuals is a function of their
years in grade. Staff with growth ability demonstrated by
good productivity will be promoted most probably during their
third year.
There is a learning curve in beginning any new project.
There is even a learning curve if an individual is put on a new
task which is unrelated to the previous one. e.g. in the current
project regional tasks and headquarters tasks are very different
and moving people from one kind to another brings with it the
penalty of the learning curve with consequent loss of productivity.
In the case of analytical tasks a code 7 is up to speed in as
little as two weeks whereas a code 3 can take six weeks before
he is contributing fully. In the case of programmers the learn¬
ing is inverted with the more junior members contributing fully
more quickly. This is because junior programmers are set to
coding straight away which is a familiar task irrespective of
the nature of the system. Hence they can be effective within
two weeks. The more senior grades have to get involved in the
nature of the system, often having to review and revise speci¬
fications as well as think thru the difficult problems of com¬
plex software. Hence it often takes them a month to get up to
speed on a typical project.
Productivity is very dependent upon the number of tasks
worked on. This is particularly true of junior grades who
















parallel either inside or outside of the project• Hence they
do not make good part time project staff members though in an
emergency two tasks shared is passable. Grade 7's however,
are known for their ability J:o 5keep a number cf balls in the
air® and often it has been said that this is the major criteria
for their promotion.
ix) LIBA-SDC has developed an informal standard of breaking tasks
into small team 'chunks' that can work and operate in one pro¬
ject office housing about half a dozen people. This has been
shown over the years to develop good task team spirit with
consequent good morale and hence productivity. When you get
a larger number of people together the working conditions cause
them to snend more time urmroductivelv.
x) One of the major parameters affecting the productivity
of a group is how well the group is managed. If you have a
task manned by only Grade 3's for example, they may work hard
but in the wrong direction thus their useful work will only
be a fraction of that possible in a well managed team. Due
to regular performance appraisals and well designed career
paths there is no hidden person a better manager than the
average of his grade. Hence it is safe to assume that none
can effectively manage people in the same grade or a higher
grade than himself. Obviously, the more senior staff grades
are the best overall managers as management capabilities figure
high in the criteria for promotion and in the training of staff.
xi) It takes one month notice to get a new staff member onto
a project.
xii) It takes one month to get rid of a staff member from
your project during which time you are charged for him though
his productivity will be nil as he winds down, documents his
part of the project, and prepares to move out. This charge is
known as Lay Off Income Benefit (LIB).
xiii) Project Staff may work overtime. This is charged at a
premium rate of time and a half and overtime in excess of 30
hours a month may affect an individuals productivity seriously.
xiv) When staff are sick or on vacation your project is not
charged for their time as this is covered by the overhead bur¬
den of 83%- However, you do lose those productive hours.
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xv) Computer down time affects programmers productivity. 10$
is certainly tolerable but beyond that the productivity falls
off quickly until at the threshold of intolerable delays the
programmers tend to go home in disgust.
xvi) The learning curve of programmers on a new kind of task
is influenced by the computer priority as the highest priority
(i.e. P=l) gives very quick turn around and hence the learning
curve modification is minimal. In the case of lower priorities
the slower turn around magnifies the learning curve a little.
xvii) There is also a learning curve in effectively using the
computer in beginning a new kind of programming task due to
the inevitable change of job control parameters and general
unfamiliarity with the new program environment. This results
in the computer time being used less effectively.
xviii) Computer time is charged according to the priority
specified hence there is compensation between the higher rate
charged for highest priority and the consequent better pro¬




1300.00 dollars per cpu hour
$25000 dollars per cpu hour
$200.00 dollars per cpu hour.
Figure II.1: LIBA- SDG Staff List
Current Employment Status of Staff Below Grade 8


























Total 18 22 AO
































































































Has only worked for LIBA-SDC.
Middle School.
Worked for CLP 2 yrs.
Matriculation.
Only worked for LI3A-SDC.
B.Sc Chem. HKU.
Worked 2yrs IBM, 2yrs CLP.
B.Sc Math CUHK.
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC.
Matriculation.
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC.
Matriculation.
Worked b yrs Indian Govt..
M.Sc Comp Sc, Manchester, UK.
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC.
B.Sc Sociology, HKU.
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC.
Matriculation.
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
Matriculation
Worked 3 yrs CSC in San Francisco
MBA Berkley
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
MBA, CUHK
Worked 6 yrs NCR
B.Sc BusCUHK
Has just Joined LIBA-SDC after
Matriculation
Only worked for LIBA-SDC
B.Sc. Chem. HKU
Worked 3 yrs BASI (Europe) and
3 yrs PW (Hongkong). BS Math
Fla. St.
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
Mat riculation
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
B.Sc. Literature, HKU
Worked 1 yr Bank of East Asia
1 yr Sealand. M.Sc Math, HKU



















































































Worked 4 yrs for Hawaii Five-Oh
MS Comp.Sc. BS Crimly., U.Hawaii
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
Matriculation
Worked for UPCC 3 years.
BSc Chem HKU. DPMA
Worked 12 years HK Govt the last
7 in DPD. 2 yrs freelance SDP
cons. BSc Bus CUHK
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
MBA CUHK, BScEE HKU
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
MSc Sociology HKU; BSc Math CUHK
Worked 3 yrs CDSystems Singapore
BS Cornp So UCLA, some grad work.
Has worked for LIBA-SDC 7 yrs
BSc Bus Admin CUHK
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
Matriculation
Has worked four years for LIBA-
SDC BS Social Sc HKU
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
Middle School
Worked 9 years for Price Water-
house in London. MSc EE Imperial
College.
3yrs IBM World Trade Asia 3 yrs
CDSystems Singapore, lyr Pertomina.
BSMath Stanford.
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
BSc Bus. National U. Taiwan.
Has only worked for LIBA-SDC
MBA CUHK
Worked 3 yrs CLP EDP Dept.
Matriculation
Worked k yrs Burroughs HK.
BSc Physics, HKU'
Worked 7 yrs Mitsubishi, 2 yrs
Lowe-Bingham HK. MA Conip Sc

















Worked 9 yrs for LIBA-SDC.
Middle School
Worked 3 yrs Res. Asst U. of
West Va. BS Math U. of West
Virginia.
Worked 3 yrs Dow Chemical
Pacific HK, BS English,
North Western.
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Figure 11.2: Public Holidays
THE FOLLOWING PUBLIC HOLIDAYS vILL BE OBSERVED BY THE
LIBA-SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION. DURING THESE DAYS
THE COMPUTER OPERATION WILL BE CLOSED.
January New Years Day
February Chinese New Year (3 days)
March Easter (2 days)
April Ching Ming Festival
Queens Birthday
May none
June Dragon Boat Festival
July The July Holiday
August The August Holiday
Liberation Day
September Mid-Autumn Festival





































































































Instructions for Making Changes to the
Project Strategy
Preparing Input to Change a Project Strategy
You are only allowed to manipulate the staffing of the project.
By adding people to tasks, deleting them from tasks, or changing them
from one task to another or changing their level of effort on a task.
The only decision outside of staff decisions is the ability to select
the computer priority for the month.
The 12 month project is reported on at the end of every month
in a series of project related reports. Based upon these reports you
may elect to leave your current strategy alone or change it. Hence at
the beginning of each project month you will submit an input form
indicating your course of action. The format of this form is shown in
Figure III.l. The following Figure III.2, 3 k show samples of the
output reports
Card One: This is a heading card in which you give general information
for the month. This must be completed even if you do not wish to make
any changes to your strategy.
Item 1: Team Number- the single digit identification
number your management team has been allocated.
Item 2: Month- this is the month number for the coming
month of operation of the project. This is a two digit,
right adjusted integer of the form: January=l, February=2
etc. The project starts in January.
Item 3: Number of Changes- this is a count of the
number of change lines you are entering. If you do not
wish to change your strategy leave this blank. The
field is a two digit integer, right adjusted.
It em A: Priority- this is your requested computer
priority for the month. If there is no anticipated
computer requirement then leave it blank. If there is
a requirement for use of the computer this month leaving
the field blank will automaticly select lowest priority
i.e.= 3» The field is a single digit integer.
Cards Two: These are change cards requesting one change per line,
thru N The three kinds of changes you can make are ADD, DELete,
and CKanGe. ADD will bring a new person into the project selected
from the LIBA-SDC staff list with a delay of one month to ease herhim
out of their current assignment. DEL will remove someone from the
project with a consequent penalty of one months work. CHG will allow
you to move a person from one task to another without delay or lay-off
penalty. For every CHG card there must be a corresponding ADD card
indicating where the person is to be changed to.
Item 1: Operation- this must be the selected three
character operator ADD, DEL, or CHG
Item 2: Man Number- this is the employee number
of the staff member you are referring to. The field
is a two digit integer, right adjusted.
Item 3 Task Number~ this is the task number you are
referring to. For an ADD statement this is the task
you wish to put the person on; for a DEL it is the task
you are taking the person off; for a CHG it is the task
the person is currently on. The field is a two digit,
right adjusted integer.
Item A: Level of Effort- this is the percentage level
of effort of this person on this task you are assigning
them to. This field is only required for an ADD
instruction and if left blank will be assumed to be 100$.
It is possible to make people work overtime by specifying
more than a total of 100$. The field is a real number and
hence must contain a decimal point.
Last Card: The last card of your teams strategy should contain three
asterisks() in the first three columns.
; rojoct




































10 ?0 in 40 50 60
Figure III.l Aampie Input Form
This is for Team three in April indicating
four change cards arid a request for priority
one on the computer. 3ao Ling Chin is being
added to task five for one quarter of his
available time and Or Chi King is being re¬
moved from task nine. Dai Bik Kun is being
changed from his currept level of effort
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LI NGN AN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION- SYSTEM DFVFlOpMf. NT COMPANY
Figure III.2 Task keport Sample TASK REPORT
TASK NUMp.FR: 2
TASK N A T IJ R F: SURVEY REGIONS
MONTH OF MARCH 19 HA
TASK BEGAN: 14 JANUARY
TASK COMPLFTFD: 0
COMPLFTED: 65
THIS MONTH TO DAT F
I AB011R
F MP. N 0, name







NF WT O N PETER B.
GO KIM J 0
X' A Mil
KWQO BAM YAf

























4 1 2 1. 7 6
6562.58

















1 5629. 9 1
16159.86
16159.86
TOTAL 818.4 0.00 % 55102.55 5 0.00 $ 88090.61
COMPUTER 0.0 CPU HOURS 0. 0 o $ 0.00 5 0.00$ 0.0 0
















TRAVFL AND M T S C F t. I A N F 0 U S ITEMS:






2 7 89 6, 00










TASK T 0T A I 0.00 5 60998.55$ 0.00$ 152418.61
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION- SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
Figure' III.3 labour Report Sample
LABOUR PFPOBT
MONTH O C MAV 198 A
THIS MONTH
FQTTMATPh ACTUAL FCTlMiTFD Ar TII AI
LABOUR:












N G PAMG KEE
rAM SIU HUNG



































































































A 5 1 8 5. A 5
3 0 A 13.86
77LLC) 68
TOTAL 1600.0 $ 0.00 $ 8877502 S n oo s 33691 8- 26PROJECT LABOUR
iingnan institute of rusinfss administration- system dfvflopmenf company
project d p d n DFigure III.Project Report Sample
MONTH OF DFC FMRER 1 9 84
COST SUMMARY RY TASK:


















(i F T A I I PLANNING
SURVEYR F G I 0 N S
SURVEY HO.
P RE(. I M,p F. S 1 GN
DETAIL RFG. pFS.
DETMl MO. nfS,
P R 0 G T F S T C D R MS
IMPIN. PLAN
F I N AL R F P 0 R T
TASK TOTAL
COST SUMMARY RY 0BJFCT'' F F X P F N D I TORE:
LABOUR- NORMA| WITH OVERHEAD BURDEN
OVERTIME PREMIUM
UNAPPLIED T I M f;
LAY-OFF TNCOMP RFNF F I TS
COMPUTER
MATERIALS AND SUBCONTRACTS
TRAVEL AND MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
total expenditure:
THIS MONT

























0 1 7 7 7. o s
• 6051.77
68704.47












































TO: All Project Managers
FROM: Operations Manager DATE: 9th February 8f
SUBJECT: Labor and Computer Statistics- JANUARY
Labor
The following is the monthly sick list:
Employee Name Hours
07 Raj Manu to
The following hours were available during normal
working time allowing for public holidays:
160 hrs.
The following terminations were processed:
None
Computer
Computer down time over and above scheduled maintenance
this month was:
10%
L I B A
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
'memo
TO: Ali Project Managere
FROM: Operations Manager
SUBJECT: Labor and Computer Statistics- FEBRUARY
DATE: 7th March 84
Labor








The following hours were available during normal
working time allowing for public holidays:
136 hrs.
The following terminations were processed:
None
Computer






TO: All Project Managers
FROM: Operations Manager
SUBJECT: Labor and Computer Statistics- MARCH
DATE: 12tn April 8k
Labor











The following hours were available during normal
working time allowing for public holidays:
168 hre.
The following terminations were processed:
None
Computer








TO: All Project Managers
FROM: Operations Manager
SUBJECT: Labor and Computer Statistics- APRIL
DATE: 5th May 34
Labor
The following is the monthly sick list:







The following hours were available during normal
working time allowing for public holidays:
160 hrs.
The following terminations were processed:
None
Computer
Computer down time over and above scheduled maintenanco
this month was:
k %




TO: All Project Managers
! FROM: Operations Manage
SUBJECT: Labor and Computer Statistics- WAY
DATE: 6th June 8'i
Labor
The following is the monthly sick list:
Employee Name Hours
05 Chin Yue Yuen 16
The following hours were available during normal
working time allowing for public holidays:
3-68 hrs.
The following terminations were processed:
None
Computer
Computer down time over and above scheduled maintenance
this month, was:
6 %
L I B A
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
MEMO
TO: All Project Managers
FSOM: Operations Manage
SUBJECT: Labor and Computer Statistics- JUNE
DATS: 8th July 84
Labor
The following is the monthly sick list:
Employee Name Hours
3 Kwoo Ban Yan 24
The following hours vere available during normal
working time allowing for public holidays:
hrs.
The following terminations were processed:
40 Czechowitz Stephanie effective 1st June
Computer







TO: All Project Managers
FROM: Operations Manage]




The following is the monthly sick list:
Employee Name Hours
None
The following hours were available during normal
working time allowing for public holidays:
168
hrs.
The following terminations were processed:
None
Computer
Computer down time over and above scheduled maintenance
this month was:
9
L I B A
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
MEMO
TO: All Project Managers
FROM: Operations Managers;
SUBJECT: Labor and Computer Statistics- AUGUST
DATE: 7th September 84
Labor
The following is the monthly sick list:
Employee Name Hours
32 Wong Yik Tung 24
The following hours were available during normal
working time allowing for public holidays:
160 hrs•
The following terminations were processed;
None
Computer
Computer down time over and above scheduled maintenance
this month was:
17 %
T T AX xi
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
MEMO
TO: All Project Managers
FROM: Operations Manager
SUBJECT: Labor and Computer Statistics- SEPTEMBER
DATS: 12th October 8
Labor
The following is the monthly sick list:
Employee Nnme Hours
27 Choi Ling Yuk 16
The following hours were available during normal
working time allowing for public holidays:
168 hrs,
The following terminations were processed:
None
Computer
Computer down time over and above scheduled maintenance
this month was:
95%
L I B A
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
MEMO
TO: All Project Managors
FROM: Operations Manage!
SUBJECT: Labor and Computer Statistics- OCTOBER
DATE: 5th November 8+
Labor
The following is the monthly sick list:
Employee Name Hours
31 Newton Peter 3. 8
The following hours were available during normal
working time allowing for public holidays:
160 hrs.
The following terminations were processed:
None
Computer
Computer down time over and above scheduled maintenance
this month was:
7.5%
L I 3 A
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
MEMO
TO: All Project Managers
FROM: Operations Manager.




The following is the monthly sick list:
Employee Name Hours
27 Choi Ling Yuk 16
The following hours were available during normal
working time allowing for public holidays:
176 hrs.
The following terminations were processed:
None
Computer




L I B A
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
MEMO
TO: All Project Managers
FROM: Operations Manage
SUBJECT: Labor and Computer Statistics- DECEMBEJ
DATS: bth January 1985
Labor







The following hours were available during normal
working time allowing for public holidays:
176 hrs.
The following terminations were processed:
None
Conrouter





PROJECT MANAGEMENT EVALUATION- PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST
THESE RESULTS GO ONLY TO THE EVALUATOR OF THE MODEL AND
WILL BE HELD CONFIDENTIAL BY HIM.
Name Team
FILL IN THE BLANKS OR ANSWER APPROPRIATELY:
Q.l Work done is a function of two things i)
ii)
Q.2 To accelerate a task you can either
or





Q.4 Each strategy to accelerate or decelerate a task is an attempt
to minimize the cost impact of either
Q.5 The cheapest way to accelerate work is to
because
Q.6 You can, in general, only measure work done at
Q.7 There are problems with trying to measure work done in the
middle of a task. Explain and give an example
Q.8 How does quality affect the ability to measure work done
in a task?
Q.9 One of the cheapest ways of adding resources is
but you would have to be carefull
that the did not reduce.
Q.10 A project exists in competition with other projects for resources
and hence an operations manager must prescribe policies that
penalize behaviour oriented to the good of the project but against
the good of the whole department. Two examples are
Q.ll Work on a task is never linearly applied even though our
estimating techniques often assume it is. Two examples
of causes of non-linear application of resources are
and
Q.12 When such causes happen and impact a task adversly what must
a project manager do?
Q.13 When tasks converge their is need for carefull planning in
use of resources on the parallel tasks because
Q.lf Checkpoint reviews can work against a project even though
they may be for the good of the whole department. Explain
Q.15 Not all the information in a project accounting system will
be current. Give an example and why
Q.l6 Can you control a project without a project accounting
System? Explain
Q.17 Project control is essentially a job of measuring
__ compared with
Q.l8 The four major categories of resources in an informatior
systems project are
Q.19 Travel may be neglected as a project cost. True or false.
Explain.
Q.20 Productivity is a function of many things; list as many as





Q.l How much CBIS project management knowledge did you feel you
had gained from the game?
taught me little I
did not know already
taught me
a lot
Q.2 How did you formulate your strategy in each decision cycle:
(A) in the first month?
(B) in months other than the first?
0.3 What function does the given project plan serve?
Q.+ Which task(s) do you think was the most difficult to handle?
Interest and Involvement
Q.5 To what degree did your partner involve emotionally in the
game?
apathetic highly committed





Q.7 To what degree did you involve emotionally in the garnet
apathetic highly committed





Q.9 How do you think of the usefulness of the monthly team status
reports in sustaining the interest of the game?
no use very helpful
Q.10 On the average, how long did it take you to formulate one
strategy (i.e. analysing the results of the previous month
and formulate strategy for this month)?
Q.ll How do you think of the usefulness of the two reviews in
sustaining the interest of the game?
A) The mid-game review.
no use very helpful
B) The post-game review.
no use very helpful
Q.12 Did your partner loose interest in the game at any point
during the game period?
Realism
Q.13 Do you feel the simulation model is an accurate model of
the reality it is attempting to represents
inaccurate representative
Q.l+ The following rating scale refers to the environmental
description items in pp. lf to 17 in the players manual,
(give respondent the following scale:)








Now please give me the number that best describes your
opinion toward each of these items. (let respondent read
the items one by one)






Q.l6 In what month did you feel you are adequately familiar with:
(A) the rules of the game?
(B) the penalties of the game?
Game Period
Q.l? How do you feel the present length of the game?
too short too long
Q.l8 At what point during the game did you feel you were only
repeating what you did in the previous tasks and that you
were learning nothing new?
Game Administration
Q.19 Do you have any comment on the scheduling of the game?
Q.20 How important do you think was the consultation with the
Operation Manager in helping you to play the game effectively?
no use absolutely
necessary
Q.21 Did you consult the Operation Manager during the game?
Q.22 Was it easy or difficult to get hold of the Operation Manager
during the game period for consultation when you felt a need
to do so?
very easy very difficult
Q.23 What do you think is the optimum number of persons in a team
for this game?
0.24 Did you learn from your partner during the game?
Q.25 Do you have any more comment on the present team organisation?
Q.26 Do you feel the information given in the players manual and
the monthly management reports enough for you to formulate
your monthly strategy?
Q.27 What additional information do you think which a project
manager can assess in the real world but was not designed
in the model?
Q.28 How useful do you think are the end of task memos:
(a) in sustaining the interest of the game?
no use very helpful
(b) in providing information for strategy formulation?
no use very helpful
Q.29 What role did chance play in the game?
Q.30 Please feel free to give any more comment on the present
model.
APPENDIX VII
RESULTS OF THE TRIAL GAME
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